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Sediment exchange within and among the barriers, marshes and bays of coastal barrier 
systems is critical to the subaerial maintenance of these landforms and their resilience to the 
impacts of storm events. However, these sediment pathways can be impacted by coastal ecology 
and internal barrier processes, the long-term effects of which remain understudied. In this 
dissertation, I explore three controls on sediment connectivity in coastal barrier systems – 
seagrass, dunes, and shrubs – and the implications of these controls for long-term (decadal to 
centurial) morphological evolution.  
In Chapter 1, I incorporate seagrass dynamics into an existing barrier-marsh exploratory 
model to examine the coupled interactions of the back-barrier bay with both adjacent (marsh) 
and nonadjacent (barrier) subsystems. Results suggest that the presence of seagrass in the bay 
generally reduces the loss of marsh but may actually enhance marsh erosion when sediment 
export from the back-barrier is negligible. Model simulations also suggest that expanding 
(contracting) seagrass meadows operate as dynamic sinks (sources) of sediment that lead to 
enhanced erosion (progradation) of the adjacent marsh. In Chapter 2, I develop the new model 
Barrier3D to explore the fundamental linkage between dune dynamics and barrier migration. My 
experiments demonstrate that discontinuous barrier retreat is a prevalent behavior that can arise 
directly from the bistability of foredune height, occurring most likely when the storm return
 iv 
period and characteristic time scale of dune growth are of similar magnitudes. Simulations 
suggest that discontinuous (continuous) retreat will become less (more) common in the future 
with greater sea-level rise rates and storm intensity. In Chapter 3, I add an ecological module of 
shrub expansion and mortality to Barrier3D to examine how shrubs alter barrier morphology and 
migration behaviors. Experimental results suggest that barriers with shrubs are significantly 
narrower and less voluminous than barriers without, are more likely to retreat discontinuously, 
and, under certain forcing conditions, may be more vulnerable to drowning. Taken together, 
these studies emphasize that ecological and internal barrier processes, while often neglected in 
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CHAPTER 1: IMPACTS OF SEAGRASS DYNAMICS ON THE COUPLED LONG-
TERM EVOLUTION OF BARRIER-MARSH-BAY SYSTEMS1 
 
1. Introduction  
 
 Barrier islands, which account for over 10% of the world’s continental coastline (Stutz & 
Pilkey, 2011), are narrow, low-lying landforms separated from the mainland by fringing salt 
marshes and shallow bays. These barrier-marsh-bay systems are valuable economically and 
ecologically: barrier islands are often heavily populated, serve as tourism hotspots, and protect 
the mainland shore from waves and storm surge; marshes also buffer the impact of storms on 
coastal regions, sequester carbon, and are especially productive and diverse ecosystems (Kirwan 
& Megonigal, 2013); shallow bays and their seagrass meadows provide critical habitat and food 
resources for economically important faunal communities (Barbier et al., 2011). However, the 
low relief of such landforms yields a dynamic system that is vulnerable to sea level rise, changes 
in sediment supply, and storms. 
 Barrier islands and salt marshes are naturally resilient environments. In response to 
relative sea-level rise (RSLR), barrier islands tend to migrate upward and landward, thereby 
maintaining subaerial exposure (Bruun, 1988). The process of overwash, whereby sediment from 
the shoreface and beach is transported landward of the dune crest during storms, facilitates  
 
1This chapter previously appeared as an article in the Journal of Geophysical Research: 
Biogeosciences. The original citation is as follows: Reeves, I. R. B., Moore, L. J., Goldstein, E. 
B., Murray, A. B., Carr, J. A., & Kirwan, M. L. (2020). Impacts of seagrass dynamics on the 
coupled long-term evolution of barrier-marsh-bay systems. Journal of Geophysical Research: 
Biogeosciences, 125, e2019JG005416. https://doi.org/ 10.1029/2019JG005416 
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landward migration, allowing an island to gain elevation both through overwash deposition and 
by moving up-slope (Donnelly et al., 2006). Using the morphological behavior model 
GEOMBEST (Geomorphic Model of Barrier, Estuarine, and Shoreline Translation) initially 
developed by Stolper et al. (2005), Moore et al. (2010) find that the erodibility and composition 
of the substrate, followed by the substrate slope, RSLR rate, and sediment supply rate, are the 
most important factors in determining the rate of island migration. Marshes on the other hand 
tend to maintain their elevation relative to sea-level through physical and biological feedbacks 
that couple the rate of RSLR with the rate of soil accretion (Friedrichs & Perry, 2001; Kirwan & 
Murray, 2007; Kolker et al., 2010; Marani et al., 2007; Morris et al., 2002; Reed, 1995). As sea-
level rises, marshes flood for longer periods of time, allowing for enhanced mineral sediment 
deposition (Cahoon & Reed, 1995). Productivity of certain marsh grass species also tends to 
increase with flooding duration, up to a point, so that sea-level rise results in a larger 
accumulation of soil organic matter (Kirwan & Guntenspergen, 2012; Kirwan & Megonigal, 
2013; Morris et al., 2002). As a result of these feedbacks, the rate of vertical marsh accretion 
tends to equilibrate towards the rate of RSLR, allowing many marshes to survive moderate 
accelerated RSLR rates (Kirwan & Megonigal, 2013; Morris et al., 2002). 
If overwash fluxes are insufficient to maintain island elevation relative to sea level, or if 
shoreface response rates are insufficient to maintain barrier geometry during landward migration, 
barrier islands can respond by disintegrating or drowning in place (FitzGerald et al., 2008; 
Lorenzo-Trueba & Ashton, 2014; Moore et al., 2010). Similarly, marshes will drown and 
transition to tidal flats if RSLR is too fast for sediment accumulation on the marsh platform to 
keep pace (Crosby et al., 2016; Jankowski et al., 2017; Kirwan et al., 2010; Marani et al., 2007; 
Morris et al., 2002; Reed, 1995). RSLR, however, is not requisite for marsh collapse, which can 
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also occur from wind wave erosion at marsh margins (Fagherazzi et al., 2013; Mariotti & 
Fagherazzi, 2013; van der Wal & Pye, 2004). Because larger and deeper bays produce bigger 
waves, the progradation or erosion of a marsh boundary induces a positive feedback that tends to 
either completely fill or empty a basin of marsh (Mariotti & Fagherazzi, 2013). 
 Recent studies have highlighted the importance of interactions between adjacent coastal 
subsystems in determining overall system behavior and evolution (McGlathery et al., 2013; 
Walters et al., 2014). For example, in modeling experiments the presence of a back-barrier marsh 
reduces the rate of island migration by reducing accommodation space in the back-barrier bay 
(Brenner et al., 2015; Lorenzo-Trueba & Mariotti, 2017; Walters et al., 2014). Using 
GEOMBEST+, an extension of the GEOMBEST model coupled with components from the 
marsh-tidal flat model of Mariotti and Fagherazzi (2010), Walters et al. (2014) find that 
overwash from barrier islands can also be an important source of sediment for marshes, allowing 
for the maintenance of narrow fringing marshes in a long-lasting, metastable state under 
conditions in which they otherwise would not occur. Additionally, sediment derived from the 
lateral erosion of a marsh bank, when transferred to the marsh platform, reduces the likelihood of 
marsh drowning and allows for the persistence of a high-elevation marsh platform for a 
considerable amount of time (Carniello et al., 2009; Lauzon et al., 2018; Mariotti & Carr, 2014).  
 The presence or absence of seagrass significantly alters the sediment dynamics of shallow 
back-barrier bays. Seagrass meadows reduce wave energy reaching marsh edges and shorelines 
by reducing wave height (e.g. Bradley & Houser, 2009; Fonseca & Cahalan, 1992) and attenuate 
wave and current shear stresses acting on the sediment bed, thereby enhancing deposition and 
reducing resuspension of fine sediment (e.g. Carr et al., 2010; Carr et al., 2012a; de Boer, 2007). 
The reduction of sediment in the water column produces a more favorable light environment for 
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the growth of seagrass. This positive feedback for seagrass growth can induce bistable system 
dynamics where dense meadows with clear water and bare sediment beds with turbid water are 
both stable states of the system (Carr et al., 2010; McGlathery et al., 2013; van der Heide et al., 
2007). Bistable systems respond nonlinearly to environmental drivers, are prone to abrupt shifts 
from one state to the other as the result of only small changes in environmental conditions, and 
possess limited ability to recover to a pre-disturbance state (Scheffer et al., 2001; van der Heide 
et al., 2007).  
The potential bistability of seagrass systems coupled with their significant hydrodynamic 
impacts on sediment dynamics and waves suggest that seagrass can play an important role in the 
evolution of the entire barrier-marsh-bay system. While previous work has investigated the 
evolution of shallow coastal bay, back-barrier marsh, and barrier-island subsystems in isolation 
(e.g. Carr et al., 2010; Carr et al., 2012b; Carr et al., 2016; Mariotti & Fagherazzi, 2013; Moore 
et al., 2010) or considered the effects of connections to a single adjacent subsystem (e.g., 
Brenner et al., 2015; Carr et al., 2018; Lauzon et al., 2018; Mariotti & Carr, 2014; Mariotti & 
Fagherazzi, 2010; Walters et al., 2014), no study has previously examined the coupled dynamics 
of these subsystems all together. Here we develop an integrated barrier-marsh-bay system model 
– herein named GEOMBEST++Seagrass – by incorporating seagrass dynamics into 
GEOMBEST++ from Lauzon et al. (2018). Using this new integrated model, which we 
parameterize with various datasets from the Virginia Coast Reserve (USA), we run three sets of 
model experiments to examine the long-term (decadal to centurial) impacts of seagrass dynamics 
on the coupled evolution of barrier-marsh-bay systems. Our first set of simulations explores the 
effect of seagrass on marsh width; our second investigates the impacts of adding (removing) 
seagrass to (from) the bay on adjacent marsh; our third and final set of simulations examines the 
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effect of seagrass on barrier island migration. The goal of this work is not to numerically predict 
the impacts of seagrass in specific locations or settings, but rather to explore and explain the 
complex, large-scale behavior of barrier-marsh-bay systems and the key feedbacks and 
mechanisms that give rise to it. 
 
2. Methods 
2.1. Parameterization Site 
 Our modeling approach uses generalized inputs and initial conditions from Hog Island 
and Hog Island Bay at the Virginia Coast Reserve (VCR) to inform the model and provide a 
coherent starting point for our simulations. However, by examining across broad ranges of input 
values beyond what is observed in the VCR, our simulations are designed to investigate coupled 
dynamics of barrier-marsh-bay systems in general. The VCR is a Long Term Ecological 
Research (LTER) site located on the Atlantic side of the Delmarva Peninsula, in the mid-Atlantic 
Bight, USA (Figure 1.1). Direct human impact on the barrier islands, marshes, and bays of the 
VCR has been minimal since the mid-20th century (Orth & McGlathery, 2012), making it an 
ideal location to study natural couplings between components of a barrier island system. The 
barrier islands of the VCR are mixed-energy, tide-dominated, and generally migrating landward 
(Oertel & Kraft, 1994), and are accompanied by a number of shallow back-barrier bays fringed 
on both sides by Spartina alterniflora salt marshes. Zostera marina (eelgrass) dominated the 
bays of the VCR system until the 1930s, when a hurricane caused seagrasses already under stress 
from disease to go locally extinct (Orth et al., 2006). Restoration efforts beginning in the 1990s 
have since resulted in significant recovery of seagrass in the VCR (Orth et al., 2006; Orth & 
McGlathery, 2012). The VCR is located in an area experiencing 3-4 times the global average of 
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RSLR acceleration, resulting in an average of 3-4 mm yr-1 of sea level rise for the past six 
decades (Sallenger et al., 2012). 
 Hog Island is a 12 km long, mixed-energy barrier island within the central section of the 
VCR. It is characterized by high relief relative to other VCR islands, with dune ridges typically 
3-4 m above the NAVD 88 datum (Oster & Moore, 2009), and for this reason is also less 
frequently disturbed (Wolner et al., 2013). Hog Island is backed by Hog Island Bay, which is 
approximately 12 km wide in the cross-shore direction and has a tidal range of 1.2 m. About 
50% of the bay is less than 1 m deep at mean low water (Richardson et al., 2014). Bay bottom 
sediment ranges from fine silt to fine sand, and wind-driven waves dominantly control suspended 
sediment concentrations and light availability (Lawson et al., 2007). Meadows of Zostera marina 
exist in the bay between depths of 0.6 and 1.6 m at mean sea level (McGlathery et al., 2012), 
with the only major meadow located approximately 1500 m from the island-side marsh edge and 
Figure 1.1. Map of Hog Island and Hog 
Island Bay (HIB) within the Virginia 
Coast Reserve (VCR) on the Delmarva 
Peninsula, VA, USA. 
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averaging about 850 m in width (in the cross-shore direction) and 2.5 km in length. The seagrass 
components of GEOMBEST++Seagrass are therefore parameterized specifically for Zostera 
marina, and we discuss the potential impacts of using different species in section 4.1 below. 
 
2.2. Model Development 
 GEOMBEST++Seagrass (Geomorphic Model of Barrier, Estuarine, and Shoreface 
Translation + Marsh + Waves + Seagrass), developed as an extension of GEOMBEST+ and 
GEOMBEST++, is a two-dimensional cross-shore morphological behavior model that simulates 
the morphologic and stratigraphic evolution of a barrier-island coastal transect from the 
shoreface to mainland over times scales of decades to millennia in response to RSLR and 
changes in sediment supply (Brenner et al., 2015; Lauzon et al., 2018; Moore et al., 2010; 
Stolper et al., 2005; Walters et al., 2014). Model formulation in GEOMBEST++Seagrass is 
based on the principles of sediment conservation and assumes that over sufficiently long time 
scales (e.g., decadal or greater) the shoreface and barrier profile tends to remain invariant, i.e. an 
equilibrium profile tends to be maintained. With each time step, the equilibrium profile shifts 
vertically to maintain its position relative to sea level, and horizontally to the cross-shore 
position that conserves sand. GEOMBEST++Seagrass can depart from its equilibrium 
morphology, however, if user-specified, depth-dependent erosion and accretion rates are 
insufficient for shoreface erosion to maintain the equilibrium profile (Moore et al., 2010). The 
model domain consists of three functional realms (shoreface, barrier-island, and back-barrier 
marsh/bay) and allows the user to define distinct stratigraphic units that comprise the coastal 
tract (Figure 1.2). Each stratigraphic unit has unique erodibility and sand content parameters that 
constrain the volume of sand able to be eroded on the shoreface in a given time step. Fine-
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grained sediment is conserved only in the back-barrier realm, as it cannot be redeposited in a 
high-energy shoreface environment. The back-barrier realm is dynamic, with bay depth and 
marsh progradation/erosion evolving as a function of sediment supply, wave size, and RSLR. 
Moore et al. (2010), Walters et al. (2014), and Lauzon et al. (2018) provide detailed descriptions 
of the model formulation.  
In GEOMBEST++Seagrass, seagrass attenuates waves reaching the marsh edge (which is 
dependent not only on the width of the meadow but also the varying shoot density) and alters the 
equilibrium depth of the back-barrier bay both for areas with seagrass and without. As described 
in more detail in the sub-sections that follow, the back-barrier realm in GEOMBEST++Seagrass 
evolves in the following manner during each 10-year time step: 1) sea level rises; 2) overwash 
sand is distributed onto the back-barrier marsh and potentially into the bay; 3) fine sediment flux 
into the back-barrier basin is distributed evenly across the bay bottom; 4) seagrass grows in all 
suitable locations, or dies in locations where conditions have become unsuitable, according to a 
shoot density-depth look-up table; 5) the bay bottom, if currently shallower than the equilibrium 
depth according to a depth-fetch look-up table, erodes to its new equilibrium depth; 6) waves in 
the back-barrier bay erode marsh edges, with seagrass reducing wave heights and therefore the 
Figure 1.2. Example output from 
GEOMBEST++Seagrass 
showing model realms and 
stratigraphic units. The 
percentage of inorganic sediment 
consisting of sand is given in 
brackets, with the remaining 
fraction consisting of mud. The 
marsh unit is composed of 50% 
organic matter. 
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volume of sediment eroded; 7) organic material eroded from the marsh unit is lost from the 
system; 8) a fixed percentage of the suspended sediment eroded from the bay bottom and marsh 
edge is exported from the system via tidal inlet exchange; 9) remaining sediment eroded from the 
bay bottom and marsh edges is first used to build the remaining marsh platform up to sea level, 
then redeposited at both marsh edges to prograde the marsh. As such, horizontal translation of 
marsh boundaries is controlled by competition between edge erosion and progradation.  
2.2.1. Wave Dynamics 
In the model, seagrass reduces the height of waves reaching the marsh edge. To compute 
the wave height (H), we use the semi-empirical equation from Young and Verhagen (1996): 
  
𝐻 =	















where g is gravitational acceleration, U is the wind speed, D is the depth, and F is the fetch (see 
Table 1.1 for a list of variables and abbreviations). Following Lauzon et al. (2018) and Mariotti 
and Fagherazzi (2013), we use the average wind speed from the VCR, 8 m/s, as average wind 
speed events contribute the most towards marsh edge erosion (Leonardi et al., 2016). 
The shoot density and width of a seagrass meadow modify the attenuation of waves 
reaching the marsh edge. Following Kobayashi et al. (1993) and Bradley and Houser (2009), we 
approximate wave height attenuation as the exponential function 
 





RSLR Relative sea-level rise 
H Wave height 
U Wind speed 
D Bay depth 
F Fetch 
c Effective wave decay coefficient 
cmax Maximum wave decay coefficient 
d Effective shoot density 
dmax Maximum shoot density 
W Wave power 
r Water density 
cg Group velocity 
Em Volume of sediment eroded from marsh edge 
Etotal Volume of sediment eroded from bay bottom and marsh edge 
ke Erodibility coefficient for marsh edge 
h Height of marsh platform (i.e. marsh scarp) 
fex Export percentage of back-barrier realm 
wm Width of the seagrass meadow 
PBC Percent bay cover of the seagrass meadow 
BSF Bay sediment flux 
 
where Hx is the attenuated wave height leaving the seagrass meadow, H is the initial wave height 
entering the seagrass meadow calculated from equation (1), x is the meadow width along the 
transect, and c is the effective wave decay coefficient. To represent the effect of shoot density on 
the wave decay coefficient, which roughly exhibits a positive 1:1 relationship in laboratory 
experiments (Manca et al., 2012), we vary the effective wave decay coefficient as a function of 
meadow density: 




Table 1.1. Definitions of Variables and Abbreviations. 
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where cmax is the maximum wave decay coefficient, d is the shoot density of the seagrass 
meadow, and dmax is the maximum shoot density a meadow can achieve in the model.  
We use a value of 0.01 for the maximum decay coefficient, which is the average value of dense 
meadows from the field measurements of Bradley and Houser (2009) and consistent with 
measured and calculated values from other studies (cf. Manca et al., 2012; Sanchez-Gonzalez et 
al., 2011). While in reality seagrass wave attenuation involves complexities such as canopy 
bending, leaf and shoot structure and geometry, the ratio of canopy height to water depth, and 
gaps in meadow cover, such complexity is beyond the simplified approach of this model. 
In the model, the height of a wave entering a seagrass meadow decays exponentially as it 
passes through the meadow. Once the wave leaves the seagrass meadow, however, wave height 
increases again across the fetch separating the meadow and the marsh edge. To account for both 
attenuation and regrowth of waves, the model calculates an effective fetch as the sum of 1) the 
fetch associated with the attenuated wave height, Hx (i.e. the fetch that would produce the height 
Hx in the absence of seagrass), and 2) the fetch of the regrowth area (Figure A.1). This effective 
fetch is used in equation (1) to calculate the final wave height reaching the far marsh edge when 
seagrass is present. If no seagrass is present in the bay, the full fetch of the bay is used to 
calculate the final wave height reaching the far marsh edge. 
2.2.2. Marsh Edge Erosion and Progradation 
Following Marani et al. (2011) and Mariotti and Fagherazzi (2013), we use linear wave 







where 𝜌 is the water density, H is the wave height, and cg is the group velocity calculated as 
[4] 
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B𝑔𝐷 assuming shallow water waves. The wave power from equation (4) is used to calculate the 






where ke is an erodibility coefficient set equal to 0.14 m3yr-1W-1 (Lauzon et al., 2018), and h is 
the height of the marsh platform. Based on volumetric organic content estimates from VCR 
marshes by Walters et al. (2014), the marsh unit above sea level in the model is composed of 
50% organic matter and 50% mineral sediment. To represent decomposition and dispersal, all 
organic matter eroded from the marsh unit is lost from the system. In contrast, all suspended 
sediment that is deposited at the bay margins as marsh (i.e. within the tidal range) is augmented 
by adding 50% to represent organogenic sediment production.  
Following the original formulation of Walters et al. (2014), the fraction of fine sediment 
(sand excluded) eroded from the bay bottom and marsh edges and retained within the back-
barrier basin is sent to the marsh, where it is used first to build the remaining marsh platform up 
to sea level then redeposited at the margins of the bay to prograde the marsh. This formulation is 
supported by Mariotti and Fagherazzi (2010), who show that fine sediment preferentially 
accumulates at the mainland and barrier boundaries of a tidal flat, along with the fact that the bay 
bottom is at or near its equilibrium depth and thus is unable to receive additional sediment. 
2.2.3. Bay Depth 
GEOMBEST++Seagrass assumes a rapid approach to the equilibrium depth by 
instantaneously adjusting the bay bottom at each time step to a new equilibrium depth based on 
an empirical fetch-depth lookup table (see section 2.3.1 below for details). The equilibrium depth 
[5] 
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of a system is determined by the balance between wave erosion and sediment deposition at the 
bay bottom, and tends to be achieved over a much faster timescale than horizontal changes in 
bay/marsh dimensions (Mariotti and Fagherazzi, 2010). Because this study focuses on the 
evolution of the barrier-marsh-bay system over timescales involved in marsh erosion and 
progradation, we do not resolve the approach of the bay bottom to its equilibrium depth. 
Assuming a rapid approach to an equilibrium depth equates to the model assumption that any 
excess fine sediment eroded from the bay bottom, including the seagrass meadow, cannot be 
redeposited on the bay bottom and must be transported to the marsh or lost from the system. 
Cells with seagrass will have shallower equilibrium depths than bare bay cells according to the 
fetch-depth lookup table, a parameterization that captures the effects of seagrass in natural 
systems tending to reduce erosional shear stresses and augment vertical sediment accretion with 
the addition of organic matter (without explicitly modeling these processes). The bay sediment 
flux (BSF) represents the volume of sediment spread across the bay from a combination of 
fluvial inputs, temporary storm surge channels, and inlet exchange; the amount of bay accretion 
for each time step is determined by dividing the BSF by the width of the bay. If the BSF accretes 
the bay bottom to a depth shallower than the equilibrium depth, the bay adjusts to its equilibrium 
depth by removing sediment, which is then transported either out of the system via tidal inlet 
export (section 2.2.4 below) or to the marsh. If there is insufficient sediment available to accrete 
the bay bottom up to a new shallower equilibrium depth, the bay will not be able to reach that 
equilibrium depth in one time step alone and thus the ability of the bay to accrete to its 
equilibrium depth becomes time-dependent. In such a case, bay cells containing seagrass trap 
125% of the available BSF allotted to bare cells to account for the enhanced sediment trapping 
capabilities of seagrass meadows (Potouroglou et al., 2017). (While this value was chosen semi-
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arbitrarily due to the difficulty of constraining such a parameter, observational analyses compiled 
in Potouroglou et al. (2017) suggest that this amount is a reasonable and conservative estimate.) 
When seagrass is present in the bay, the effective fetch rather than the full fetch is used to set the 
equilibrium depths for all cells in the bay. This effective fetch is calculated using equations (1-3) 
as described in section 2.2.1 and illustrated in Figure A.1. Therefore, the bare portions of a bay 
partially covered with seagrass will have a shallower equilibrium depth than bare portions of a 
seagrass-free bay of the same fetch.  
2.2.4. Back-barrier Export 
In the preceding versions of the model (i.e. GEOMBEST, GEOMBEST+, and 
GEOMBEST++), all mineral sediment is conserved within the back-barrier realm. To account 
for inlet sediment exchange with the open ocean, we add a simple user-defined export percentage 
(fex) to GEOMBEST++Seagrass that modifies the volume of suspended sediment eroded from 
the bay bottom and marsh edge (Etotal) retained within the back-barrier:  
  
𝐸.-/+01-2 = 𝐸/3/+4 	(1 − 𝑓-'). 
  
2.2.5. Meadow Width 
The width of the meadow within the bay (wm) is limited by the user-defined percent bay 
cover (PBC), which defines the spatial limits of available seagrass habitat as a function of bay 
width (F): 𝑤* = 𝑃𝐵𝐶 ⋅ 𝐹. This approach creates a seagrass meadow with a buffer between the 
meadow and the marsh edge on either side, which represents the more turbid conditions near the 
marsh boundaries that can prohibit seagrass growth. As the bay widens, more seagrass habitat 
becomes available if within a suitable depth range, which in turn allows the meadow to widen. 
We center the seagrass meadow habitat within the bay for all experiments in this study; the 
[6] 
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impacts of unequal wave energy distribution at the two margins of the bay is a detail we do not 
explore here. As such, a PBC of 0.5 will produce a seagrass meadow that covers the middle 50% 
of the bay bottom and changes dynamically with a changing bay width (if the bay is at a depth 
suitable for seagrass growth). 
 
2.3. Model Parameterization 
2.3.1. Depth-fetch lookup table 
To establish a relationship between equilibrium depth and fetch in the model, we first 
extracted multiple bathymetric transects in all VCR bays from a digital elevation model 
constructed from the best-available bathymetric data (Richardson et al., 2014). Transects are 
parallel to the dominant wind direction (15°N; Fagherazzi & Wiberg, 2009), vary in length from 
approximately 1 to 12 km, and run from basin margin to the opposite basin margin. We then 
plotted the average depth of both the bare portions of each transect and the portions where 
seagrass is present over the length of each transect, fit two logarithmic curves to the data (one for 
seagrass and one for bare sediment bed), and then extracted values along these curves to 
construct a fetch-depth look-up table (Figure A.2). (We use the average depth across each 
transect because the entire bay in GEOMBEST++Seagrass has a uniform equilibrium depth, i.e. 
the bay in equilibrium is flat-bottomed.) As such, there are two possible equilibrium depths 
associated with a single fetch that depend on whether seagrass is present or absent.  
2.3.2. Shoot density-depth lookup table 
To determine the shoot density of seagrass in each cell, we constructed a shoot density-
depth look-up table using a 7-year chronosequence of structural seagrass data resulting from the 
successive seeding of large replicate Zostera marina plots in Hog Island Bay (McGlathery, 
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2013). Plots were seeded in 2006-2008 and shoot density was measured mid-summer annually 1-
7 years after seeding. We first binned the data points by depth for years 3-6 using bins of 0.05 m 
and found the maximum shoot density for each bin. We then plotted the maximum densities as a 
function of plot depth, fit a smooth curve, and extracted values along the curve to construct the 
shoot density look-up table (Figure A.3). We omitted years 1 and 2 from analysis to ensure the 
shoot density measurements represent established meadows, and omitted year 7 which exhibits 
low shoot densities characteristic of meadows under temperature stress. Shoot density in the 
look-up table reaches zero at approximately 1.75 m in depth, consistent with the depth limit of 
1.8 m identified in modeling of seagrass in Hog Island Bay by Carr et al. (2012a). Accordingly, 
we set the bistable zone in the look-up table to 1.55-1.75 m in depth to resemble the bistable 
range modeled by Carr et al. (2012a). As such, seagrass is able to grow within this depth range 
only in locations where seagrass was present in the prior time step. 
2.3.3. Initial Conditions 
We developed the initial morphology of the study site by extracting five cross-shore 
profiles spaced at 1 km intervals across the southern half of Hog Island from an integrated 
topographic and bathymetric digital elevation model (Richardson et al., 2014). The profiles 
extend from the middle of the Delmarva Peninsula to approximately 5 km offshore. We then 
averaged the five profiles to create a representative profile of the modern morphology of Hog 
Island. We developed the stratigraphy of the site using core interpretations from Finkelstein and 
Ferland (1987), where we place the top of each identified stratigraphic unit relative to the 
modern surface profile. The sand percentage relative to mud of each unit is based on estimates 
from the core data and is given in Figure 1.2. In addition, we combined the mixed flat (high 
energy lagoon) and muddy tidal flat units identified in Finkelstein and Ferland (1987) into one 
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bay unit in order to simplify the stratigraphy under the bay, and the sand proportion for this new 
estuarine unit is calculated as a weighted average based on the approximate cross-sectional areas 
of the mixed flat and muddy tidal flat units. The idealizations and simplifications made in 
constructing the initial profile and stratigraphy are appropriate given our goal of assessing the 
dynamics of fundamental barrier-marsh-bay couplings rather than effects of specific locations 
and stratigraphies. 
 
3. Model Simulations and Results 
 We use the newly-designed GEOMBEST++Seagrass model to assess the impact of 
seagrass dynamics on the evolution of adjacent (marsh) and non-adjacent (barrier) subsystems. 
We designed our experiments to provide insights into 1) the effect of seagrass on marsh width; 2) 
the impacts of adding (removing) seagrass to (from) the bay; and 3) the effect of seagrass on 
barrier island migration. In all simulations, following the values of Walters et al. (2014), we use 
an overwash volume of 0.2 m3/m/yr and an overwash accretion rate of 0.001 m/yr that produces 
an overwash length extending 200 m into the back-barrier, values that all fall within the lower 
end of ranges reported in VCR overwash fan surveys (Fisher et al., 1974; Leatherman et al., 
1977; Leatherman & Zaremba, 1987). We use values from the lower end of observed range 
because Hog Island is characterized by high relief and is less frequently subjected to overwash 
processes relative to other VCR islands (Wolner et al., 2013; Young et al., 2007). Additionally, 
we use a PBC of 0.5 for all model simulations presented in this work. 
 
3.1. Marsh Width 
To assess the impact of seagrass dynamics on the evolution of the back-barrier marsh, we 
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run simulations with and without seagrass at 48 combinations of BSF and RSLR parameter 
values, with BSF ranging from 10-80 m3/m/yr in increments of 10 and RSLR ranging from 2-7 
mm/yr in increments of 1. This results in 96 unique simulations for each parameter space. We 
designed the dimensions of this parameter space to accommodate the transition between eroding 
and prograding systems, not to necessarily represent measured or estimated ranges. To control 
for the effect of the antecedent substrate slope in these experiments (see Moore et al., 2010), we 
ensure each simulation transverses the same stretch of underlying substrate by running each 
simulation to a total of 1 m of RSLR (therefore simulations with higher RSLR rates run for 
shorter durations than simulations with lower RSLR rates). We calculate the difference in the 
final width between the corresponding seagrass and no seagrass pairs at each location across the 
parameter space at the end of each simulation. All simulations begin with or without seagrass at 
their equilibrium depths to control for the effects of adding and removing seagrass, and with an 
initial marsh width of 2 km. We varied this parameter space by three values of fex to see how the 
interaction of the back-barrier bay with the ocean affects simulation outcomes (Figure 1.3), 
bringing the total number of simulations to 288. 
 In all modeled cases the presence of seagrass increases the progradation rates of 
prograding marshes. Additionally, when some of the sediment eroded from the bay bottom and 
marsh edge is exported from the bay, seagrass tends to reduce marsh edge erosion rates for 
eroding marshes (Figure 1.3b-c). Surprisingly, when sediment export is negligible, seagrass 
tends to increase marsh erosion rates in the model (Figure 1.3a).  
We identify three primary mechanisms that drive the patterns observed in the parameter 
space (Table 1.2). First, seagrass reduces the volume of sediment eroded from the marsh edge 
and thus lost from the system by attenuating wave height reaching the marsh edge, which favors 
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reduced erosion and increased progradation rates. Second, the erosion of the seagrass meadow 
during marsh expansion and the sequestration of sediment within the meadow during marsh 
contraction both regulate the delivery of sediment to the marsh. As the marsh expands farther 
into the bay, the seagrass meadow shrinks because the encroaching marsh reduces available 
habitat. The sediment eroded from the edges of the shrinking seagrass meadow is not re-
deposited within the bay but rather transported to the marsh (a fundamental assumption of the 
model), resulting in further marsh progradation and further seagrass loss. Marshes in the 
presence of seagrass tend to prograde exponentially as a result of this positive feedback, whereas 
marshes without seagrass tend to prograde linearly (Figure A.4). In the reverse case, an 
expanding seagrass meadow coupled to a receding marsh can sequester sediment that would 
otherwise be delivered to the marsh and thereby increase marsh erosion rates. (However, this 
effect is often negligible in an eroding system as there is little available excess sediment to  
Figure 1.3. Difference in marsh width after 1 m of relative sea level rise (RSLR) between 
simulations with seagrass and without across a range of Bay Sediment Flux (BSF) volumes and 
relative sea level rise (RSLR) rates. Phase spaces are varied by fex (percent of suspended 
inorganic sediment lost from the back-barrier bay). Marshes prograde in the simulations within 
the phase space above the diagonal line and erode in the simulations below the line. 
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sequester to begin with.) Thus, in the model, the redistribution or sequestration of sediment from 
or within a seagrass meadow increases both progradation rates and erosion rates, respectively.  
A third primary mechanism controls model results: seagrass reduces the equilibrium 
depth of the bay, which in turn introduces geometric effects. When seagrass is present, the waves 
propagating across the bay are smaller, resulting in shallower equilibrium depths both within the 
seagrass meadow and for the bare portions of the bay as well. Smaller waves in a shallower 
back-barrier bay will reduce the volume of sediment eroded at the marsh edge and therefore tend 
to favor decreased marsh erosion rates (e.g. Christianen et al., 2013). However, this is offset in 
the model because, all other things being equal, a shallower bay (i.e. a shorter marsh scarp) 
requires more lateral marsh erosion (progradation) than a deeper bay for every unit volume of 
sediment eroded (deposited). Thus, relative to the volume of sediment removed from or added to 
the marsh edge, the marsh will erode or prograde in a shallower system more rapidly than in a 
deeper system, which is dependent on the model assumption that the volumetric marsh erosion 
rate, as opposed to the lateral erosion rate, is proportional to wave power (equation (5); e.g. 
Marani et al., 2011). Lauzon et al. (2018) first identified this phenomenon to explain how faster 
winds, by deepening the bay, can result in slower marsh erosion rates (though, in our version of 
the model, depth is controlled by fetch and the presence or absence of seagrass). This is 
Mechanism Progradation rates Erosion rates 
Less Marsh Volume Eroded Increase Decrease 
Meadow Redistribution or 
Sequestration of Sediment 
Increase Increase 
Shallower Equilibrium Depth Increase Increase 
Table 1.2. Seagrass-Generated Mechanisms Affecting Marsh Width. 
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exacerbated by the incorporation of organic matter – which is assumed lost when eroded to 
represent decomposition and dispersal – within the upper 0.5 m of the marsh unit in the model. 
In this manner, a shorter scarp results in a greater proportion of eroded marsh sediment lost from 
the system, i.e. a marsh with a shorter scarp is a less efficient source of sediment than a marsh 
with a taller scarp (Lauzon et al., 2018). On the other hand, when the marsh is prograding in the 
model, a shallower bay will also result in a greater proportion of the available suspended 
sediment redeposited at the bay margin as marsh (i.e. within the tidal range) rather than the 
underlying bay stratigraphic unit. This will enhance marsh expansion because the sediment 
deposited as marsh has the unique benefit of being augmented by organic sediment production in 
the model. In sum, these geometric effects related to a shallower equilibrium depth tend to 
increase both progradation and erosion rates. The impact of seagrass on marsh width depends on 
the competition among these three mechanisms (less marsh volume eroded, meadow 
redistribution or sequestration of sediment, and shallower equilibrium depth; Table 1.2).  
Seagrass has no effect on the width of the marsh when RSLR rates are high and BSF 
volumes low. This occurs because the marsh erodes completely away by the end of both the 
seagrass and no seagrass simulations, resulting in a marsh width difference of zero. While the 
above mechanisms for altering the rate of marsh edge erosion are still present, their signal is 
completely overwhelmed by the extreme erosion rates under these forcing conditions. This 
indicates that seagrass is incapable of impacting marshes that have a strongly negative sediment 
budget. Increasing or decreasing the PBC for these experiments does not change the general 
findings; rather, the effects of seagrass simply become more pronounced with increasing size of 
the seagrass meadow (Figure A.5). 
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3.2 Addition and Removal 
To demonstrate the impacts on marsh width of adding or removing seagrass to or from a 
system, we run a suite of four 1000-year simulations in which seagrass is added or removed after 
the first 100 years (Figure 1.4). In addition, we run control cases for each simulation in which the 
state change does not occur in order to see how the marsh would have evolved had seagrass not 
been added or removed. The input parameters for each scenario are given in Table A.1. We 
select the parameter values shown for presentation because they best demonstrate the governing 
sediment supply principles that occur when adding and removing seagrass to and from a system 
without being masked by other competing factors affecting marsh width (e.g. exceptionally fast 
erosion rates). However, although the magnitude of the effect changes, these principles apply for 
every simulation no matter the experimental conditions. 
 When seagrass is added to the back-barrier system (Figure 1.4a-b), the seagrass meadow 
and surrounding bare portions of the bay sequester all of the sediment delivered to the bay until 
the bay bottom accretes to its new, shallower equilibrium depth. During this period, the marsh 
receives less sediment than it otherwise would, causing it to erode. In the prograding system 
(Figure 1.4b), the marsh erodes following the addition of seagrass for approximately 90 years 
until the bay reaches its equilibrium depth, then begins to prograde. Despite the short-term 
erosional period, the progradation rate is greatly increased due to the presence of seagrass, 
allowing the marsh to surpass the control simulation after 600 years. In the eroding system 
(Figure 1.4a), the marsh erodes more rapidly following the addition of seagrass; however, once 
the bay reaches its new equilibrium depth, the marsh begins to erode less rapidly than the control 
case in the presence of seagrass.  
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 In contrast, the removal of seagrass causes a significant marsh progradation event (Figure 
1.4c-d). When the seagrass disappears after year 100, the bay bottom erodes to its new, deeper 
equilibrium depth, sending a pulse of sediment to the marsh and causing the marsh in both 
simulations to prograde. In the prograding system (Figure 1.4d), while the removal of seagrass 
increases marsh width in the short term, the lack of seagrass has adverse effects in the long term; 
marsh width in the prograding system is eventually surpassed by the control simulation after 
approximately 800 years because of its slower progradation rate without seagrass, despite 
receiving the initial pulse of sediment. In the eroding system (Figure 1.4c), the removal of 
Figure 1.4. Marsh width over time for a suite of simulations in which seagrass is added or 
removed after 100 years (colored lines). The marshes erode in the red simulations and prograde 
in the blue simulations. Black lines are the control cases for each simulation in which the state 
change does not occur. When marsh completely fills the back-barrier basin, marsh width remains 
constant (flatlines) at around 6 km. 
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seagrass initially causes the marsh to rapidly prograde, but a lack of seagrass in the bay increases 
erosion rates over the rest of the simulation; despite the initial sediment pulse, the marsh erodes 
to a narrow width roughly equal to the control simulation after approximately 500 years. Given 
sufficient time, all simulations will tend to reach one of two stable states: a back-barrier either 
full of marsh or a back-barrier with very narrow or nonexistent marsh (cf. Mariotti & Fagherazzi, 
2010; Walters et al, 2014). However, the addition or removal of seagrass to or from the system 
significantly alters the approach of the marsh to these steady states (i.e. the rates of marsh 
change). 
 
3.3 Island Migration  
 Lastly, we conduct a set of simulations to investigate the impacts of seagrass dynamics 
on long-term barrier island migration rates. These simulations run for 1000 model years both 
with and without seagrass at a constant RSLR rate of 4 mm/yr and varying BSF to maintain a 
relatively constant width. The input parameters for each simulation are given in Table A.1. We 
begin the simulations at 3 different initial marsh widths (0, 2 km, and full basin) and run each 
scenario both with seagrass and without (except for the full basin). Island migration rate is 
calculated as the slope of the linear regression of shoreline position over time.  
 When no back-barrier marsh exists, the presence of seagrass decreases island migration 
rates by 8% (Figure 1.5), amounting to 168 m less of translation over the 1000-year simulation. 
When the back-barrier marsh width is greater than 0 m, the island migrates more slowly and 
seagrass has no impact on the rate of migration. Migration rates are identical for islands backed 





4.1. Model Limitations 
Limitations with the previous iterations of the model, some of which carry over into this 
version of the model, have been discussed by Walters et al. (2014) and Lauzon et al. (2018). 
These include the inability to address alongshore heterogeneities and couplings between adjacent 
barrier segments; a constant wind speed; a uniform elevation of the marsh platform; and the 
assumptions related to the treatment of importing/exporting back-barrier sediment as a forcing 
variable (which is representative of systems with riverine sediment input and little exchange with 
the ocean). Here we focus on the limitations pertinent specifically to this work.  
Because the model is not designed to resolve morphology at shorter timescales, and to 
significantly reduce simulation run-times and computational effort, we run model simulations 
with 10-year time steps. As a consequence of the model treating marsh-edge erosion and 
deposition separately, a longer time step results in a greater volume of marsh-edge erosion and 
accretion within a single time step. Depending on the bay fetch, a significant portion of the 
marsh can erode in one 10-year time step alone, resulting in sediment redeposition below sea-
Figure 1.5. Island migration rate as a 
function of marsh width for runs with 
seagrass (green) and without (black). 
Simulations run for 1,000 years at a 
constant relative sea level rise (RSLR) 
rate of 4 mm/year. Bay Sediment Flux 
(BSF) volumes vary among the 
simulations to hold the initial marsh 
widths constant. Full refers to a back-
barrier basin that is completely filled 
with marsh. 
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level as part of the bay unit. As a result, much of the marsh unit is often not preserved below low 
tide. The lack of marsh stratigraphic preservation below low tide will slightly decrease erosion 
rates and increase progradation rates in our model simulations by reducing the amount of organic 
matter lost from the system in later time steps. Although this temporal coarseness tends to reduce 
the accuracy of the marsh stratigraphy, it is sufficient for our analysis which focuses on general 
large-scale behavior. Even if the model is run with a shorter time step, there is little change 
quantitatively in the results and no change in general conclusions we draw from them (Figure 
A.6). 
Another limitation arising from the use of a 10-year time step is that the model does not 
resolve the seasonal seagrass cycle. High temperatures limiting seagrass growth from late 
summer to senescence during cold winter months can reduce biomass by as much as 50-80% 
(e.g. Carr et al., 2012b; Koch et al., 2009). Carr et al. (2018) find that a reduction of seagrass 
biomass in the fall/winter increases the amount of sediment delivered to the marsh, whereas 
dense seagrass limits the amount of sediment sent to the marsh in spring/summer months 
(however, enough sediment is still supplied to the marsh to avoid vertical loss via drowning). 
Because a reduction of seagrass biomass in fall and winter months generally coincides with 
storm events (Koch et al., 2009), the lack of seasonality may cause the model to overestimate the 
ability of seagrass to reduce the volume of marsh eroded. Thus, the ability of seagrass to reduce 
marsh erosion rates in back-barrier systems where some of the suspended sediment is lost to the 
ocean would likely be lessened slightly if seasonality is resolved in the model. The model 
similarly does not resolve individual storms or longer periods of anomalous climate conditions 
(e.g. a year of unusually strong winds) that can alter marsh width, bay depth, and seagrass 
density around quasi-equilibrium values. Rather, we model the longer-term changes that average 
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across such fluctuations, an appropriate approach for addressing the longer-term dynamics of the 
system. 
The exponential decay model used for seagrass wave attenuation, while appropriate for 
short distances, can cause complete decay of waves over sufficiently longer distances. Given the 
relatively large width of the Hog Island basin (~12 km), the seagrass meadow is usually large 
enough to fully attenuate the wave height as the wave leaves the far edge of the meadow. This is 
unrealistic for constant wind forcing which should maintain some (reduced) wave height over the 
meadow. As such, the attenuation of waves is likely overestimated in the model, which may also 
lessen the ability of seagrass to reduce marsh erosion rates in back-barrier systems where some 
of the suspended sediment is exported to the ocean, though this is likely insignificant given other 
simplifications related to this approach. 
In GEOMBEST++Seagrass, the size of the seagrass meadow is determined by the PBC (a 
fixed percentage of the fetch centered within the bay) and an empirically-derived depth range, 
and the shoot density of a meadow is also determined by its depth (cf. Collier et al., 2008; Olsen 
et al., 2002). In reality, the spatial coverage and density of seagrass is complex, and depends on a 
number of other factors such as physical disturbance and hydrodynamic regime (Cunha et al., 
2005), light attenuation within the water column (Enríquez & Pantoja-Reyes, 2005; Ralph et al., 
2007), bed sediment grain size (Lawson et al., 2007), seasonal temperature fluctuations (Carr et 
al., 2012b), local variation in environmental variables (e.g. nutrients and dissolved inorganic 
carbon; Alcoverro et al., 1995), rates of colonization/expansion (Kendrick et al., 1999), and 
bioturbation (Townsend & Fonseca, 1998). Modeling density shifts from these various processes 
is beyond the appropriate complexity of the model, as the incorporation of such small-scale 
processes would reduce interpretability, generality, and computational efficiency of the model 
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without increasing our understanding of the processes and mechanisms responsible for the large-
scale dynamics we observe. However, the impact of marsh expansion/contraction on potential 
seagrass habitat is underdeveloped. A model formulation, for example, that defines a threshold 
distance between seagrass and the marsh edge, as opposed to a fixed percentage of the bay, 
would result in nearly invariable wave power reaching the marsh regardless of bay width. This 
effect would theoretically limit the positive feedbacks that tend to empty or fill the bay with 
marsh (Mariotti & Fagherazzi, 2013). Further development of the impacts of the island and 
marsh on the seagrass meadow to create a stronger two-way coupling is an area for future 
research.  
While the seagrass components of the model in the simulations presented for this study 
are parameterized specifically for Zostera marina, other seagrass species may impact the waves 
and sediment accretion of estuarine environments differently. Species of greater size and/or 
density can be expected to result in greater sediment accretion and wave attenuation relative to 
species of lesser size and/or density (e.g. Mendez et al., 1999). Therefore increasing (reducing) 
the size and/or density of the species in our model parameterizations would tend to result in an 
increase (decrease) in the severity of the impacts the model predicts for Zostera marina. For 
sufficiently small and/or sparse species, the impacts of seagrass discussed in this work may be 
negligible and irrelevant. Zostera marina, however, is especially relevant for our study because it 
is a globally prevalent species (Short et al., 2007) that is found along much of the world’s barrier 
coastline (cf. Stutz & Pilkey, 2011). 
Because the model assumes an instantaneous adjustment to the equilibrium depth of the 
bay (which is achieved only if enough sediment is available), the marsh response to seagrass 
addition or removal in some of our simulations may be faster or perhaps greater in magnitude 
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than expected in a system where such a change in depth would take longer than a year to 
achieve. The model formulation for the equilibrium depth also assumes that depth is closely 
linked to fetch and the presence or absence of seagrass. This assumption may render the results 
of this study less relevant to natural systems where depth is not closely tied with fetch or 
seagrass, such as environments with large temporal variation in wind, convoluted open-water 
geometries, or strong tidal currents. Given the limitations discussed herein, 
GEOMBEST++Seagrass is not capable of, nor designed for, reproducing or predicting the 
impacts of seagrass at particular settings or under specific conditions, but instead is meant to 
demonstrate the coupled dynamics of barrier-marsh-bay systems in general. The simple nature of 
our model parameterizations may limit the numerical accuracy of the simulation results (thus 
rendering the consideration of uncertainty in our results irrelevant), but many of the assumptions 
and simplifications we made are constrained by or derived from observational data so that the 
compound effects of many processes at smaller time and space scales are represented. This 
approach of basing models on emergent variables and interactions rather than the finer scale 
processes that collectively produce them is most appropriate for studies like ours with the goal of 
exploring and explaining the key feedbacks that lead to complex behavior of large-scale systems 
(Murray, 2007).  
Although most aspects of our modeling results are consistent with documented real-world 
behavior (e.g. Christiansen et al., 1981; Hine et al., 1987) and predictions from other models 
(e.g. Carr et al., 2018; Lorenzo-Trueba & Mariotti, 2017) as discussed in the following sub-
sections, some aspects – chiefly, seagrass increasing marsh erosion rates when sediment in the 
back-barrier is conserved – have yet to be supported by observations from natural environments. 
Comparing some of our model results to observations is challenging for a variety of reasons: 1) a 
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general dearth of long-term seagrass maps; 2) the 1930’s mass-wasting disease that caused 
seagrass to go locally extinct in areas on both sides of the North Atlantic, including the VCR 
(Orth et al., 2006), thus reducing the potential study window; 3) difficulty in separating the 
effects of seagrass from other mechanisms of change in natural environments; and 4) difficulty in 
constraining the controlling parameters, e.g. BSF and fex, of natural environments to compare 
with model results. Observational research beyond the scope of this project is needed to continue 
testing of these results. Despite many model simplifications that may limit our results 
quantitatively, our findings emphasized herein depend only on the fundamental interactions we 
have represented and are likely to apply to actual systems.  
 
4.2. Marsh Erosion and Progradation 
For prograding marshes, seagrass increases progradation rates in the model under all 
modeled scenarios because all mechanisms that impact the marsh increase marsh progradation 
rates (Table 1.2): 1) seagrass reduces the volume of sediment eroded from the marsh edge; 2) the 
shrinking of the seagrass meadow during marsh expansion feeds the marsh additional sediment; 
3) seagrass leads to a shallower bay that requires more progradation in order to deposit the same 
unit volume of sediment, and results in a greater proportion of the available suspended sediment 
redeposited within the tidal range as marsh, which has the unique benefit of being augmented by 
organic sedimentation.  
The story for eroding marshes, however, is more complicated. Why does seagrass tend to 
reduce marsh edge erosion rates when some sediment is exported from the bay, but increase 
marsh edge erosion rates when all sediment is conserved? Of the three mechanisms identified in 
Table 1.2, only the reduction in the volume of marsh eroded decreases erosion rates (the other 
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mechanisms tend to increase erosion rates). Thus, the competition between the reduction in 
marsh volume eroded and the other mechanisms determines whether seagrass will increase or 
decrease marsh erosion rates. When all sediment is conserved within the back-barrier, and given 
the basic model assumption that sediment eroded from the bay and marsh edge is preferentially 
redeposited at the bay margins, most sediment will eventually return to the marsh regardless of 
how much was initially eroded. Therefore, under these conditions the reduction of marsh volume 
eroded has relatively little impact and the other mechanisms related to morphology, geometry, 
and stratigraphy tend to dominate, resulting in increased erosion rates for eroding marshes 
(Figure 1.3a-c). However, when some sediment is exported, the reduction in marsh volume 
eroded (that occurs in the presence of seagrass) has greater influence, resulting in a decrease of 
erosion rates in the case of eroding marshes (Figure 1.3d-i). This model result suggests that the 
ability of seagrass to reduce wave energy reaching the marsh edge matters only in leaky back-
barrier systems where sediment is not conserved. These model dynamics are simplifications of 
mechanisms that operate in natural marshes: increases in wave erosion (as when seagrass is 
absent) lead to increases in suspended sediment concentrations, which causes more sediment to 
be lost as ebb tidal currents leave the back-barrier system. This effect of higher gross marsh 
erosion rates is negated when sediment export is negligible because suspended sediment is 
ultimately redeposited in the back-barrier environment. 
In closed back-barrier systems, our results suggest that the impacts of seagrass on marsh 
evolution are more related to morphology and stratigraphy rather than wave power. An 
assumption of 100% retention of sediments within the back-barrier is not directly applicable to 
any natural system, but the export threshold at which seagrass shifts from enhancing to 
decreasing erosion rates is difficult to constrain for natural systems using this exploratory model. 
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Nevertheless, our results suggest seagrass may in fact increase – or at least fail to reduce – marsh 
loss in back-barrier systems with severely limited exchange with the ocean, and that the greater 
the extent of sediment conservation within the back-barrier, the less relevant the volume of 
marsh erosion is to the evolution of the marsh. For systems with significant exchange with the 
ocean, our model predicts, in general agreement with the coupled seagrass-marsh model of Carr 
et al. (2018), that seagrass tends to increase marsh progradation rates and reduce marsh erosion 
rates. 
 
4.3. Seagrass Beds as Source and Sink 
 Our model results indicate the importance of considering seagrass meadows as dynamic 
sources and sinks of back-barrier sediment. We suggest that seagrass dynamics can play a 
significant role in regulating the amount of sediment delivered to the adjacent marsh system and 
may impact coupled evolution on timescales of decades to centuries. Sediment is sequestered 
within seagrass meadows when vegetation colonizes new areas and is liberated from meadows 
when vegetation dies. This can happen both over time through the lateral retreat/expansion of the 
seagrass meadow edge, or rapidly through the wholesale loss/gain of seagrass meadows. 
Common causes for wholesale seagrass loss from natural systems include disease, storms, or 
anthropogenic stressors (Orth et al., 2006), while seagrass gain is often achieved via natural 
colonization or anthropogenic seeding practices, such as in the VCR (Orth et al., 2006). 
Encroachment (retreat) of the marsh-bay boundary can produce incremental loss (gain) of the 
seagrass meadow as available habitat decreases (increases). 
Our results predict that adding seagrass to the back-barrier bay reduces the amount of 
sediment delivered to the marsh until the bay reaches its new, shallower equilibrium depth, 
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leading to increased erosion or reduced progradation rates for that time period. On the other 
hand, removing seagrass liberates previously-sequestered sediment that is then delivered to the 
marsh, leading to a significant marsh progradation event. Carr et al. (2018) find a similar 
relationship between meadow re-establishment and transitory periods of increased marsh erosion 
rates, as well as meadow loss and reduced erosion (or increased progradation) rates. Previous 
studies have observed the release of sediment following the death of seagrass meadows in barrier 
and estuarine environments and the subsequent impacts on adjacent landforms. Heine et al. 
(1987) studied the response of a barrier island coastline to the loss of an extensive nearshore 
seagrass meadow in Florida and found that sediment remobilized from the former meadow 
widened the beach and lengthened the island by 30% within 15 years. Similarly, Christiansen et 
al. (1981) correlate two periods of rapid shoreline progradation in a natural embayment in 
Denmark with two seagrass mortality events. Following the decline of seagrass from the 1930s 
mass-wasting disease in the North Atlantic, Rasmussen (1973) describes the formation of long 
supratidal sand bars and intertidal flats in Horsens Fjord, Denmark, and Wilson (1949) details the 
expansion of embayed shorelines in the Kingsbridge Estuary of southwestern England. In 
addition, results from sediment transport modeling experiments by Donatelli et al. (2018) show 
that the presence of seagrass in the back-barrier reduces sediment bed shear stresses for the entire 
bay, including areas without seagrass, which decreases suspended sediment concentrations and 
consequently reduces sediment flux to adjacent salt marsh. Our results show that this reduction 
in sediment delivery can significantly impact marsh erosion over decades to centuries. 
Interactions with the adjacent marsh also contribute to incremental seagrass loss and gain. 
When marshes are prograding into the bay in the model, the seagrass meadow loses suitable 
habitat and shrinks. At the edges of the meadow, where seagrass dies and shoot density converts 
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to zero, the bay erodes to a deeper equilibrium depth. The sediment liberated from this 
conversion of seagrass to bare sediment is then delivered to the marsh platform, thereby 
enhancing marsh progradation and further reducing the size of the seagrass meadow. A similar 
positive feedback exists for eroding marshes. When marshes are eroding in the model, more 
seagrass habitat becomes available for colonization at the edges of the meadow. As seagrass 
colonizes new habitat, the edges accrete to a new shallower equilibrium depth, thereby 
sequestering sediment that would otherwise go to the marsh. As a result, the marsh erodes faster 
and the seagrass meadow continues to expand. In this way, seagrass tends to reinforce the natural 
tendency of a back-barrier basin to either empty out or fill up with marsh (Mariotti & Fagherazzi, 
2010; Mariotti & Fagherazzi, 2013). Taken together, our results emphasize the role of sediment 
as an essential but limited commodity: the growth or preservation of one landform is necessarily 
at the expense of other coupled landforms, especially in systems where sediment is conserved. 
 
4.4. Island Migration 
We find that seagrass reduces barrier island migration rates in the model when there is no 
back-barrier marsh in place. Walters et al. (2014) and Lorenzo-Trueba and Mariotti (2017) have 
previously shown how the presence of a back-barrier marsh decreases island migration rates by 
reducing accommodation space in the back-barrier bay. An island migrates more slowly in such 
a case because less sediment has to be eroded from the front of the island in order to fill the 
accommodation space behind the island. Seagrass also reduces back-barrier accommodation 
simply by decreasing the equilibrium depth of the bay. In the model simulations presented in this 
work, seagrass reduces the rate of island migration by 8%; the exact percent reduction, though, 
can vary nonlinearly depending on the difference in equilibrium depths between seagrass and no-
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seagrass runs, which is controlled by fetch, BSF, and RSLR. However, this reduction in 
accommodation only impacts island migration if it is within the zone over which the barrier 
island migrates, i.e. only if the marsh is essentially non-existent. This means that seagrass in the 
model is able to impact island migration rates only when the bay and island subsystems become 
adjacent, and is unable when the subsystems are non-adjacent. Because seagrass fills less 
accommodation space than marsh directly behind the barrier, island migration rates in a bay with 
seagrass but without marsh are still greater than if any marsh were present. Nevertheless, in the 
absence of marsh, these results suggest that seagrass can help stabilize barrier islands and reduce 
their vulnerability to RSLR. 
 
5. Conclusions 
Our numerical simulations using the exploratory model GEOMBEST++Seagrass reveal 
important coupled interactions among seagrass meadows of the back-barrier bay and the adjacent 
salt marsh and barrier island. Model results from a suite of 288 simulations suggest that seagrass 
increases progradation rates and under many circumstances reduces erosion rates. However, 
these simulations also demonstrate that the ability of seagrass to reduce the volume of marsh 
sediment eroded matters little for back-barrier basins in which all sediment is conserved; in fact, 
in our simulations, other mechanisms that tend to increase erosion rates control the evolution of 
the marsh under these conditions. In addition, our model results suggest the importance of 
considering seagrass meadows as dynamic sources or sinks of back-barrier sediment. An 
expanding or accreting meadow will increase marsh erosion rates, and a contracting or eroding 
meadow will increase marsh progradation rates – at least until a new equilibrium depth is 
achieved. Lastly, similar to fringing back-barrier marsh, seagrass slows island migration rates by 
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reducing accommodation space in the bay when no marsh exists. Together, these results 
demonstrate the complexity of coupled barrier-marsh-bay dynamics, which vary depending on 
time, external forcing, and internal conditions. Accounting for the complex behavior of these 




CHAPTER 2: DUNE DYNAMICS DRIVE DISCONTINUOUS BARRIER RETREAT2 
 
1. Introduction 
Coastal barrier systems (barrier islands and spits), which account for approximately 10% 
of the world’s continental coastlines (Stutz & Pilkey, 2011), are of significant social, economic, 
and ecologic importance, yet the future of these landforms remains uncertain in the face of 
projected accelerated relative sea-level rise (RSLR) (Sweet et al., 2017) and changes in tropical 
storm activity, including increasing intensity (e.g., Knutson et al., 2020). Barriers tend to migrate 
upward and landward in response to RSLR and storms, thereby maintaining subaerial exposure. 
Barrier migration occurs primarily through the process of overwash, where sediment eroded 
from the front of a barrier (shoreface and beach) is transported landward of the foredune crest to 
the barrier interior and back-barrier bay during storms (e.g., Dolan & Godfrey, 1973; Donnelly et 
al., 2006). Mounting evidence suggests that discontinuous (or “punctuated”) barrier retreat, 
whereby a barrier oscillates between periods of migration and relative immobility over time 
scales of decades to centuries, is a prevalent behavior (Ashton & Lorenzo-Trueba, 2018; 
Ciarletta et al., 2019; Lorenzo-Trueba & Ashton, 2014; Mellett & Plater, 2018). This behavior 
contrasts with continuous transgression, where a barrier consistently retreats over time scales 
greater than the typical return period of overwash events. Sedimentological analyses of barriers 
and relict barrier deposits indicate that many barrier systems worldwide have experienced
 
2This chapter was previously submitted for publication in Geophysical Research Letters as the 
following: Reeves, I. R. B., Moore, L. J., Murray, A. B., Anarde, K. A., & Goldstein, E. B. (in 
review). Dune dynamics drive discontinuous barrier retreat.  
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fluctuations in their rate of migration, which have been attributed to changes in external forcing 
such as the rate of RSLR (Cooper et al., 2016; Mellett et al., 2012); sediment supply (Forbes et 
al., 1991; Rampino and Sanders, 1982); shelf morphology and back-barrier accommodation 
(Nordfjord et al., 2009; Storms et al., 2008); antecedent geology (Raff et al. 2018); and grain size 
(Forbes et al. 1995). Recently, experiments conducted using the exploratory model of Lorenzo-
Trueba and Ashton (2014) suggest that decadal- to centurial-scale punctuated retreat can occur as 
the result of internal system dynamics, related specifically to lags in shoreface response to 
overwash and the assumption that overwash flux is related to a critical barrier width. 
Here we suggest that discontinuous retreat can also arise from dune dynamics, a suite of 
processes internal to barrier systems. Barrier dune systems tend to exist in one of two stable 
states as a result of feedbacks between dune recovery and storm erosion processes: a high-
elevation, overwash-resistant state; or a low-elevation, overwash-vulnerable state (Duran Vinent 
& Moore, 2015; Duran Vinent et al., 2021; Goldstein & Moore, 2016). When biophysical dune 
recovery processes dominate, dunes tend to recover quickly if knocked down, remaining at or 
near their maximum height (Duran & Moore, 2013) and withstanding all but the largest of 
storms. When storm processes dominate, dunes cannot recover before the next storm and become 
trapped in a perpetual state of low elevation. However, when the time scales of dune recovery 
and storm occurrence are similar, foredune height becomes bistable (Duran Vinent & Moore, 
2015; Duran Vinent et al., 2021; Goldstein & Moore, 2016). In this bistable regime, foredune 
systems respond nonlinearly to environmental drivers and are prone to abrupt shifts from one 
state to the other as the result of only small changes in environmental forcing. Under bistable 
conditions, the tendency for foredunes to exist in a state of either high or low elevation, and to 
alternate between the two states over time, has the potential to interact with barrier migration 
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processes through alterations to overwash flux that occur with changes in dune height (Houser et 
al., 2018a; Sallenger, 2000). This fundamental linkage between dune dynamics and barrier 
evolution has yet to be explored using a long-term modeling framework.  
To investigate the role of dune dynamics in barrier migration, we introduce the new 
exploratory model Barrier3D, which builds upon earlier formulations for components of barrier 
evolution and incorporates previously neglected interactions between dunes and overwash. 
Previously, exploratory barrier models have coarsely resolved only large-scale, long-term 
changes in barrier position, height, and width and thus average over or neglect discrete events 
and associated temporal and alongshore variations in dune state (e.g., Lorenzo-Trueba & Ashton, 
2014; Moore et al., 2010) in an effort to discover the processes most essential to barrier 
evolution. In contrast, Barrier3D tackles the scale separation between event-based and long-term 
models by explicitly yet efficiently simulating dune evolution, storm overwash, and a 
dynamically evolving shoreface in response to individual storm events and RSLR. Using this 
model, we explore barrier migration behaviors for a range of dune growth rates and storms 
frequencies. We then vary RSLR rates and storm intensities to explore how dune-storm 
interactions influence barrier migration under a range of anticipated future conditions. 
 
2. Barrier3D 
Barrier3D is an exploratory model (Murray, 2003, 2013) that resolves cross-shore and 
alongshore topographic variations to simulate the morphological evolution of a barrier segment 
over time scales of years to centuries. The model operates with a one-year time step over a 10-
by-10 m grid. The barrier segment consists of one or more alongshore rows of dune cells at the 
front (ocean side) of the grid, backed by an interior domain with a predetermined constant 
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alongshore length and dynamically changing cross-shore width (Figure 2.1a). As explained 
below, dune and interior cells follow different sets of rules. Due to the complexities in modeling 
beach morphodynamics, and to focus on dune-storm interactions, Barrier3D does not simulate 
beach evolution and instead assumes invariant beach width and slope. Explanations of previously 
developed formulations and additional details not critical for understanding the fundamental 
workings of the model or its results are provided in the Supporting Information (Text B.1) for 
completeness. 
 
2.1. Storms and RSLR 
RSLR is treated in the model using a Lagrangian frame of reference by reducing all 
Figure 2.1. Barrier3D model and parameterization. (a) Example model elevation grid with 
labeled domains; MSL is mean sea level. (b) Histogram of Rhigh values from 10,000 simulated 
storms used in model runs. (c) Hog Island within the Virginia Coast Reserve (VCR), US mid-
Atlantic coast, used for model parameterization and initial conditions. 
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elevations at the beginning of each modeled year relative to a sea level fixed at zero. Within each 
year, a probabilistically determined number of storms occur by randomly sampling from a 
normal distribution. We vary the mean of the distribution for our experiments and derive the 
standard deviation from a 35-year empirical storm record developed using tide gauge and wave 
hindcast data. Each individual storm in Barrier3D is described by three statistics: 1) duration; 2) 
Rhigh, the highest elevation of the landward margin of runup; and 3) Rlow, the lowest runup 
elevation. The statistics for each storm are determined by randomly selecting from a list of 
10,000 synthetic storms (Figure 2.1b). We generate the synthetic storms using the multivariate 
sea-storm model from Wahl et al. (2016), which identifies interdependencies among the most 
relevant sea-storm variables using a vine copula model with the 35-year empirical storm record 
as input (Text B.1). 
 
2.2. Dunes 
The elevation of a dune cell (Zd) is taken as the sum of the dune toe elevation (Zt), which 
remains fixed over time relative to sea level, and the dune height (Hd): 𝑍2 = 𝑍/ + 𝐻2. At the 
beginning of each modeled year, dune cells grow in a logistic manner following Houser et al. 
(2015) up to a maximum dune height (Hd_max) (Duran & Moore, 2013): 
  





where r is the growth rate controlling the shape of the logistic curve. Within the model, dune 
growth rate (r) varies randomly for each dune cell alongshore between a user-defined rmin and 
rmax, following observations from Houser et al. (2015). The characteristic dune growth rate (?̅?) is 
calculated as the mean of rmin and rmax. When varying rmin and rmax, we hold the range between 
[7] 
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the two values constant at 0.5 (Houser et al., 2015). The user also specifies the static width of the 
dune domain (Wd), which determines the number of rows (cross-shore) that make up the active 
dune field, with ∆𝐻2 decaying exponentially for each row in the landward direction.  
Where water elevations exceed dune elevations during storms, dune heights are reduced 
using a predictor of dune erosion as a function of total water level developed by Goldstein and 
Moore (2016). This predictor was created using data from Long et al. (2014) passed through a 
machine learning technique to yield a smooth nonlinear function relating the change in dune 
elevation (∆𝑍2) to the elevation of water above the pre-storm dune elevation (i.e., Rhigh), both 
















Barrier3D does not simulate dune recovery during interstorm periods that fall within one model 
year, assuming that most dune growth likely occurs outside the peak storm season when the 
density of dune vegetation is higher and disturbance is relatively rare (e.g., Delgado-Fernandez 
& Davidson-Arnott, 2011; Montreuil et al., 2013; van Puijenbroek et al., 2017; Ruz and Meur-
Ferec, 2004). 
When the ocean shoreline erodes one cell length, the front row of the dune domain is 
removed and the first row of the barrier interior functionally becomes the back row of the active 
dune field (thereby maintaining Wd). When the ocean shoreline progrades one cell width, the 
most landward dune row functionally becomes part of the barrier interior (while retaining its 





To simulate overwash processes landward of the dune crest, Barrier3D uses a version of 
the cellular flow routing scheme developed by Murray and Paola (1994, 1997), in which water 
introduced at overtopped dune cells is carried landward row-by-row over the barrier interior, 
transporting sediment with it (Text B.1). When all the water has been routed over the barrier 
interior, the model updates the barrier elevation according to the difference between the volume 
of sediment lost and gained from each cell. This process occurs iteratively for each hour of storm 
duration. 
 Sediment transported across the barrier interior to the back-barrier is distributed across 
the bay following exponential decay and contributes to landward extension of the back-barrier 
shoreline. The bottom of the back-barrier bay is flat (except where coarse, immobile overwash 
sediment has been deposited) and set to a constant depth (here 3 m), following the assumption 
that depositional and erosional processes for fine back-barrier sediment are able to maintain an 
equilibrium depth over the course of the simulation (Marani et al., 2007). 
 
2.4. Shoreline Change 
Shoreline change, applied uniformly across the barrier segment, follows the equations of 
Lorenzo-Trueba and Ashton (2014) (Text B.1). Shoreline erosion or accretion results from a 
combination of: 1) RSLR; 2) the cumulative volume of sediment removed from the upper 
shoreface by overwash and dune growth; and 3) net sediment exchange between the upper and 
lower shoreface. Shoreface sediment flux depends on the shoreface slope, which tends to 
dynamically adjust towards an equilibrium in response to perturbations (i.e., overwash and dune 
growth). 
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3. Experiments and Results 
By examining barrier behavior across wide ranges of several key input parameter values, 
our simulations investigate barrier dynamics relevant to most barrier systems. To provide a 
common starting point for all simulations and to ground the model in reality, we parameterize the 
initial morphology and storm climatology for Hog Island within the Virginia Coast Reserve 
(VCR), VA, USA (Figure 2.1c). The initial morphology for the interior domain in our 
experiments consists of a digital elevation model (DEM) for a 500-m-long segment of Hog 
Island discretized into 10-by-10 m cells. Hd_max and Zt are based on values extracted from a Hog 
Island DEM, and the synthetic storms are derived from wave hindcast data offshore Hog Island 
(USACE Wave Information Studies) and the nearest tide gauge in Wachapreague, VA. For a list 
of all input variables and the values used in these experiments, see Table B.1. 
 Each simulation runs for 1000 years or until the barrier drowns. Punctuated retreat is 
determined to occur if the simulation includes two or more alternating periods of both 
transgression and relative immobility; otherwise, behavior is considered continuous. Periods of 
immobility (transgression) are defined as 30 years or more of shoreline change rates (SCR) under 
(over) 0.5 m/yr (see Text B.1 for additional details). Varying the duration and SCR thresholds 
used to define punctuated retreat produces predictable differences in our results but does not 
change the fundamental conclusions we draw from them (Figures B.1 and B.2). 
 
3.1. Dune-Driven Discontinuous Retreat 
To examine how dune-storm interactions influence barrier migration, we run simulations 
across a range of storm frequencies, given by the average number of storms per year (𝑁X7), and 
characteristic dune growth rates (?̅?) (Figure 2.2). RSLR is held at 4 mm/yr. To account for storm 
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stochasticity within each unique simulation, we run each of these parameter combinations 100 
times and report the mean of these 100 simulations for our results. 
We find that punctuated retreat is most probable diagonally across the center of the 
parameter space, where the storm return period and characteristic time scale of dune growth are 
of similar magnitudes (Figure 2.2a). Here, dunes are more likely to exhibit bistable behavior  
(Figure 2.2d), transitioning between stable states of tall, overwash-resistant dunes and low, 
overwash-vulnerable dunes. This dune behavior is consistent with previous models of dune-
storm interactions (Duran Vinent and Moore, 2015; Duran Vinent et al., 2021; Goldstein and 
Moore, 2016). The bistability of dunes directly impacts overwash flux and, consequently, barrier 
migration, evidenced by instances of taller dunes occurring predominantly within periods of 
Figure 2.2. Dune-driven discontinuous retreat. (a) Probability (n = 100) of punctuated retreat 
across a range of storm frequencies (𝑁Xs) and characteristic dune growth rates (?̅?). Average 
duration of (b) immobile and (c) transgressive periods across the same 𝑁Xs-?̅? parameter space.  
(d-f) Probability density functions (PDFs) of average annual dune height at three different 
locations within the parameter space for periods of immobility (green) and transgression (red); 
locations in parameter space are indicated by the corresponding lettering within (a-c). 
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immobility and shorter dunes within periods of transgression (Figure 2.2d). Additionally, the 
average durations of immobile and transgressive periods are of similar magnitude where dunes 
are bistable (Figures 2.2b and 2.2c), suggesting that the barriers tend to spend relatively equal 
amounts of time stationary as actively retreating.  
When the storm return period and characteristic dune growth time scale are of dissimilar 
magnitudes, punctuated retreat is less likely. The combination of fast dune growth and low storm 
frequency tends to result in the formation of tall dunes that limit overwash flux and reform 
quickly if knocked down (Figure 2.2e). This typically precludes periods of barrier transgression 
during the simulations in favor of continuous immobility and, ultimately, passive drowning via 
RSLR. As such, transgressive periods tend to be considerably shorter-lived than immobile 
periods (Figures 2.2b and 2.2c). Conversely, the combination of slow dune growth and high 
storm frequency tends to prevent dunes from ever recovering (Figure 2.2f), resulting in 
continuous barrier transgression. Therefore, the average duration of transgressive periods tends 
to be much longer than the average duration of immobile periods (Figures 2.2b and 2.2c). 
 
3.2. Sea-Level Rise 
Next, we explore the impacts of RSLR on discontinuous retreat by running the same 25 
combinations of 𝑁X7 and ?̅? presented in Section 3.1 (RSLR = 4 mm/yr) at two additional RSLR 
rates: 2 and 8 mm/yr (Figure 2.3). Overall, the likelihood of discontinuous barrier migration 
decreases with higher rates of RSLR (Figures 2.3a-c). Additionally, periods of transgression 
(Figures 2.3g-i) tend to be much longer than periods of immobility (Figures 2.3d-f) at higher 
rates of RSLR.  
These results stem in part from the model implementation of the Bruun (1962) rule. 
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Greater background shoreline retreat rates resulting from higher rates of RSLR make it less 
likely for periods of immobility to occur even in the absence of significant overwash. However, 
increased background shoreline retreat rates alone do not fully explain the trends we observe 
(Figure B3). Higher rates of RSLR also typically lead to shorter dunes (Figure B4), the result of 
increased landward migration of the dune crest in response to faster shoreline change rates 
(Keijsers et al., 2017; Rodriguez et al., 2018), and reduced interior elevations, which increases 
accommodation space for overwash. Both of these effects allow for greater overwash fluxes and 
Figure 2.3. Varying RSLR. (a-c) Probability of punctuated retreat, (d-f) average duration of 
immobile periods, and (g-i) average duration of transgressive periods, across the same 𝑁Xs-?̅? 
parameter space at three different rates of RSLR. Diagonal lines indicate areas of no data. 
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therefore greater barrier migration rates, tending to reduce the likelihood of immobile periods 
and therefore punctuated retreat in favor of continuous barrier transgression. 
 
3.3. Storm Intensity 
To explore the impacts of changing storm intensity, we run the same 25 combinations of 
𝑁X7 and ?̅? presented in Section 3.1 with both higher and lower storm intensities (Figure 2.4), with 
storm intensity represented by the TWL. Instead of drawing randomly from the 10,000 simulated 
storms as before, we bin them by Rhigh, fit a beta distribution to the histogram, and draw from the 
distribution shifted +0.15 (-0.15) m such that bins containing storms with higher (lower) Rhigh 
values are preferentially chosen; storms are then selected randomly from the specified bin. We 
refer to the three levels of storm intensity as ‘low,’ ‘observed’ (i.e., the same simulations 
presented in Figure 2.2), and ‘high.’ 
Increasing storm intensity shifts the maximum potential for discontinuous migration 
towards barriers under conditions of lower storm frequency (Figure 2.4a-c). Dune bistability (and 
therefore discontinuous retreat) becomes more likely at lower storm frequencies because a 
greater proportion of storms overtop the dunes when storms are more intense. Barriers that 
typically experience continuous immobility as a result of tall, resilient dunes at low storm 
intensity transition to discontinuous retreat at high storm intensity as dunes become bistable; 
barriers that typically exhibit punctuated retreat at low storm intensity transition to continuous 
transgression at high storm intensity as low elevation dunes become the single attracting state of 
the dune system. The same shifts occur for the average durations of immobile and transgressive 
periods (Figures 2.4d-i), as more barriers experience longer transgressive periods and shorter 
immobile periods with higher storm intensities. 
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4. Discussion and Conclusions 
The goal of this work is to explore and explain large-scale barrier behavior and the key 
feedbacks that give rise to it, rather than to numerically predict the evolution of any particular 
location or environment. The standard exploratory modeling approach we adopt here – reducing 
the number of processes involved and treating them in considerably simplified ways to enhance 
the clarity of potential insights – supports this goal, but bears several limitations worth 
considering. For instance, we do not model a beach domain, and instead assume that beach 
Figure 2.4. Varying storm intensity. (a-c) Probability of punctuated retreat, (d-f) average 
duration of immobile periods, and (g-i) average duration of transgressive periods, across the 
same 𝑁Xs-?̅? parameter space at three different levels of storm intensity. 
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characteristics remain invariant over time and space. In reality, beach characteristics (e.g., slope 
and width) can vary greatly over hourly to decadal time scales (e.g., O’Dea et al., 2019) and 102-
103 m length scales (Vos et al., 2020) in ways that can affect dune growth (Duran & Moore, 
2013), dune erosion (Beuzen et al., 2019), and overwash (Donnelly et al., 2006). Additionally, 
the model does not include tidal inlet processes, which can account for a significant proportion of 
overall transgressive flux in a barrier system (e.g., Leatherman, 1979; Nienhuis & Lorenzo-
Trueba, 2019). The current model formulation also lacks some of the sediment pathways that can 
contribute to deflation of the barrier (i.e., narrowing and flattening) (Passeri et al., 2020), such as 
gradients in alongshore transport, breaching, or storm-driven seaward transport, which would all 
tend to increase the vulnerability of the barrier to drowning in our model. While these 
simplifications may limit the quantitative precision of our results, we expect that the qualitative 
insights we emphasize would stand if these processes were included in the model.  
Nevertheless, our model experiments provide valuable new insights into barrier behavior 
and how it may change in the future. We find that punctuated retreat is a common behavioral 
regime, consistent with recent modeling (Ashton & Lorenzo-Trueba, 2018; Ciarletta et al., 2019) 
and observational (e.g., Mellett & Plater, 2018; Raff et al., 2018) studies. In contrast to previous 
work, however, the discontinuous retreat in our experiments is driven principally by dune 
dynamics, though this does not invalidate other explanations for discontinuous behavior or 
suggest that multiple mechanisms cannot operate in conjunction. In fact, intrinsic couplings 
between dune dynamics and other proposed forcing mechanisms can alter the potential for dune 
state change. For example, RSLR can increase the vulnerability of dunes to erosion and therefore 
overwash (a dynamic we capture in the model) (see also Rodriguez et al., 2018), and changes in 
sediment supplied to beaches (e.g., from the shoreface) can limit or bolster dune recovery 
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(Houser et al., 2018a). In response to projected accelerated RSLR, our experiments suggest that 
dune-driven discontinuous retreat will become less common overall in favor of continuous 
transgression as immobile periods become shorter and more infrequent. Meanwhile, increasing 
storm intensity will shift the range of storm frequencies under which punctuated retreat is most 
likely to occur, becoming the dominant behavior of barriers that were previously stable. 
Dune-driven punctuated retreat is supported by empirical evidence from Duran Vinent 
and Moore (2015) relating lower dune heights to faster shoreline change rates from the VCR. 
Houser et al. (2018b) observe a similar association between dune height and storm-scale (<10 yr) 
shoreline change from barrier islands in Texas and Florida, but raise important questions about 
length scales given that a single barrier can exhibit km-scale reaches of both high and low dunes 
(Zinnert et al., 2016a). On barriers exhibiting km-scale alongshore variability in dune state, 
alongshore transport would tend to redistribute sediment from sections with tall dunes toward 
overwashing areas without dunes (Houser et al., 2018b), tempering local effects of dune-driven 
punctuated retreat. The extent of punctuated behavior thus depends on the km-scale alongshore 
continuity of dune state, as well as the strength of alongshore diffusion of shoreline change rates. 
These results demonstrate the importance of internal controls and nonlinear state changes 
in barrier evolution. Barrier rollover is commonly perceived (and modeled) as a constant, 
background process, but over time scales of even a few decades to several centuries our results 
suggest that is not always the case. For modeling barriers on time scales relevant to coastal 
communities and managers, we find that explicitly including dune dynamics – erosion, recovery, 
and interaction with storm overwash processes – is essential in determining both the rate and 
style of barrier retreat. Further, dune-driven nonlinearity in barrier retreat raises questions about 
the reliability of linear regression for calculating long-term historical shoreline change, which 
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might mischaracterize the historical behavior or perceived stability of a barrier, as well as the use 
of such historical observations for forecasting coastal change. Future work is needed to address 
the potential for cascading state changes across the entire barrier-marsh-bay system triggered by 




CHAPTER 3: EXPLORING THE IMPACTS OF SHRUB-BARRIER FEEDBACKS 
WITH AN ECOLOGICAL-MORPHOLOGICAL MODEL3 
 
1. Introduction 
Ecological and geomorphological processes in coastal barrier systems are tightly coupled 
(e.g., Duran & Moore, 2015; Goldstein & Moore, 2017; Rastetter, 1991; Reeves et al., 2020; 
Walters et al., 2015; Zinnert et al., 2017; Zinnert et al., 2019), owing to the similar 
spatiotemporal scales over which they operate. Comprising 10% of the world’s continental 
coastline (Stutz & Pilkey, 2011), barrier islands and spits support rich ecosystems, buffer the 
impacts of storms on coastal regions, and are culturally and economically valuable hosts of 
human habitation and infrastructure. The future of barrier systems, however, remains uncertain 
with projected accelerated relative sea-level rise (RSLR) (Sweet et al., 2017) and changes in 
storminess, such as increased storm intensity (e.g., Knutson et al., 2020). This uncertainty is 
further complicated by ecological transformations resulting from global climate change, which 
have become increasingly apparent in barrier systems in recent decades (Goldstein et al., 2018; 
Lucas & Carter, 2010; Osland et al., 2016; Zinnert et al., 2016b). 
Barriers tend to maintain their elevation relative to rising sea level by migrating upward 
and landward. Migration is facilitated primarily by the process of overwash, whereby sediment 
eroded from the shoreface and beach is transported landward of the dune crest during high-water 
events (e.g., Dolan & Godfrey, 1973; Donnelly et al., 2006). As overwash flows landward over  
 
3This chapter is an unpublished manuscript prepared under the following citation: Reeves, I. R. 
B., Goldstein, E. B., Moore, L. J., & Zinnert, J. C. (in prep). Exploring the impacts of shrub-
barrier feedbacks with an ecological-morphological model. 
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the interior of a barrier, flow velocity slows from lateral dispersal, percolation, and frictional 
drag (e.g. Schwartz, 1982), causing sediment to deposit on and potentially behind the barrier and 
therefore allowing the barrier to aggrade and translate up slope. Foredune height plays a central 
role in regulating the volume of overwash flux into the barrier interior (Houser et al., 2018a; 
Sallenger, 2000; Rogers et al., 2015), such that barriers tend to transgress when dunes are low 
but are relatively stationary when dunes are tall (e.g., Reeves et al., in review). Over decades to 
centuries, repeated cycles of dune loss and regrowth can lead to discontinuous barrier retreat 
(Reeves et al., in review), a behavior in which barriers oscillate between periods of relative 
immobility and landward migration. This is in contrast to continuous transgression, the behavior 
in which a barrier consistently retreats over time. Barriers can drown if overwash fluxes are 
insufficient for maintaining elevation relative to sea level (e.g., Moore et al., 2010; Lorenzo-
Trueba & Ashton, 2014; Mellet & Plater, 2018).  
An understanding of how overwash processes operate within the interior of a barrier – the 
land between the foredune and back-barrier marsh or bay – is critical for understanding barrier 
response to climate change (Zinnert et al., 2019). Most observational and modeling studies of 
barrier evolution typically neglect or average-over interior processes and heterogeneities, despite 
the fact that the barrier interior often covers a large proportion of total barrier area and can be 
important in its ecogeomorphic connection to the barrier front (Zinnert et al., 2019). In recent 
years, studies of interior barrier dynamics in coupled human-natural systems have gained traction 
(e.g., Lazarus et al., 2021; Magliocca et al., 2011; Rodgers et al., 2015), but interior ecology as a 
control on internal barrier processes remains understudied. Passeri et al. (2018) add landcover 
classification to hindcast simulations of barrier response to hurricanes events, and find that these 
additions improve the accuracy of their model in capturing observed morphologic change. 
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However, this approach uses static landcover that neglects dynamic, two-way feedbacks between 
the ecology and geomorphology, and operates over timescales insufficient for exploring long-
term barrier behaviors. 
Previous work on ecogeomorphic feedbacks has primarily focused on vegetated dunes, 
but barriers can also host late successional communities such as shrublands and maritime forest 
that can potentially influence barrier morphodynamics. Shrubs in particular are likely to impact 
overwash processes because of their tall height, rigidity, and high density near the sediment bed, 
and previous studies have qualitatively recognized the ability of woody vegetation to limit 
overwash penetration during storms (Morton & Sallenger, 2003; Wang & Horwitz, 2007; 
Williams, 2015; Claudino-Sales et al., 2008; Zinnert et al., 2019).  By slowing or preventing 
overwash flow across a barrier, shrubs may support barrier resistance to storms and perhaps 
build topographic relief. On the other hand, a reduction in sediment connectivity between the 
front (shoreface, beach) and back (interior, back-barrier bay) of a barrier in the presence of 
shrubs could theoretically limit its ability to aggrade and transgress in response to RSLR and 
future storms (i.e., reduce its resilience). The long-term (decadal to centurial) consequences of 
these interactions for barrier behavior and evolution have yet to be explored. 
Understanding the spatial extent of shrubs on barriers is key to understanding how shrubs 
impact barrier morphodynamics. Shrub seed dispersal in barrier systems is primarily avian-based 
(Ehrenfeld,1990; Shiflett & Young, 2010), and long-distance dispersal (i.e., >100 m from the 
invasion front) is common (Herrmann et al., 2016; Woods et al., 2019). Given the steep 
environmental gradients observed in barrier systems (Ehrenfeld, 1990; Young et al., 2011) and 
the particular sensitivity of most shrubs to salinity, freshwater availability, and disturbance 
events, shrub expansion is strongly influenced by abiotic post-dispersal processes and filtering 
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(Woods et al., 2019). Foredune elevation is a key environmental filter for shrub expansion in 
barrier systems (Woods et al., 2019), as tall dunes offer protection from salt-spray and overwash. 
In the absence of adequate foredune protection, shrubs can also establish if sufficiently far from 
the ocean shoreline (Miller et al., 2008). Barrier topography is likewise an important control on 
shrub expansion, as shrubs are typically constrained to a narrow elevation range (Young et al., 
2011) that balances the needs of proximity to the freshwater lens with limited exposure to salt-
water flooding. While woody encroachment is often related to changes in subaerial barrier area 
and elevation (relative to sea level) (Shao et al., 1998), such as those that occur via shoreline 
erosion or RSLR, shrubs can temporarily expand even on barriers that are losing subaerial land 
(Young et al., 2007; Zinnert et al. 2016b). 
Shrub cover worldwide has expanded across coastal (Battaglia et al., 2007; Huang et al., 
2020; Lucas & Carter, 2010), terrestrial grassland (van Auken, 2000; D’Odorico et al., 2012), 
desert (Peters et al., 2006), savannah (Stevens et al., 2017), and tundra ecosystems (Shaver et al., 
2001; Tape et al., 2006) in recent decades. On the barrier islands of the Virginia Coast Reserve 
(VCR) (Figure 3.1a), over 40% of land cover changed from grassland to woody shrub thicket 
between 1984 and 2011 (Zinnert et al., 2016b). During this time period, shrub cover on Hog 
Island, a VCR barrier island, expanded parallel to the ocean shoreline at rates of up to 300 m/yr 
(Woods et al., 2019). This ecological transformation is primarily a response to macroclimate 
warming and is enhanced by positive feedbacks related to shrubs modifying their own 
microclimate (D’Odorico et al., 2012; Huang et al., 2018; Wood et al., 2020). The accelerated 
expansion of shrubs in coastal systems in response to global warming suggests that shrubs will 
play an increasingly dominant role in overwash processes going forward.  
Here we add an ecological module of shrub expansion and mortality to an existing 
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spatially-explicit exploratory model of barrier evolution (Barrier3D; Reeves et al., in review). 
Barrier3D tackles the scale separation between event-based and long-term models by explicitly 
yet efficiently simulating dune evolution, storm overwash, and a dynamically evolving shoreface 
in response to individual storm events and RSLR. In our model framework, the ecology and 
geomorphology are bidirectionally coupled, dynamically evolving in response to each other and 
external forcing conditions. We use this coupled model first to examine how shrubs alter barrier 
morphology over time and impact the rate and style of barrier migration. Then, we explore the 
ways in which barrier dynamics influence the rates and patterns of shrub expansion under a 
range of anticipated future conditions. Rather than numerically predict the evolution of a 
particular location or setting, the goal of this work is to explore and explain the large-scale, 
Figure 3.1. Model domain and parameterization. (a) Map of Hog Island in the Virginia Coast 
Reserve (VCR), US Mid-Atlantic coast. (b) Example Barrier3D elevation grid, with model 
domains labeled; each black (red) star represents a single living (dead) shrub plant. (c) Aerial 




decadal-centurial behaviors that arise from feedbacks between barrier ecology and 
geomorphology.  
 
2. Model Development 
Barrier3D is an exploratory model (Murray, 2003, 2013) that simulates the 
morphological evolution of a barrier segment over time scales of years to centuries, resolving 
spatially explicit cross-shore and alongshore topographic evolution. In the subsections below, we 
provide a brief summary of Barrier3D followed by an introduction to the new shrub expansion 




By examining across wide ranges of key input values beyond what is observed in any one 
location, our experiments are designed to investigate coupled dynamics relevant to most barrier 
systems. To ground the model in reality and provide a common starting point for all simulations, 
we parameterize Barrier3D and the shrub module using data from Hog Island, located on the 
Eastern Shore of Virginia, USA (Figure 3.1a). Hog Island is part of the Virginia Coast Reserve 
(VCR), a Long-Term Ecological Research site owned by the Nature Conservancy. Since the 
mid-twentieth century, direct human impacts on the barriers, marshes, and bays of the VCR has 
been minimal (Orth & McGlathery, 2012). Hog Island is a 12 km long, mixed-energy barrier 
island characterized by high relief relative to other VCR islands, with dune ridges typically 3–4 
m above the NAVD88 datum (Oster & Moore, 2009); consequently, it has been relatively stable 
and infrequently disturbed in recent decades (Wolner et al., 2013). The dominant shrub species 
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in the VCR is Morella cerifera L. (Myricaceae), which can be found in coastal environments 
along the Gulf of Mexico and the US Atlantic from Florida to New Jersey. M. cerifera is an 
evergreen shrub that can grow to heights of 5-6 m in barrier environments and coalesce into 
monospecific thickets (Young et al., 1994). The rate of RSLR in the VCR, calculated over the 
past four decades, is 5.5 mm/yr (NOAA, 2021). Table 3.1 lists all variable and input parameter 
definitions, values, and sources from the new shrub module; for all other input parameter values 
used in our simulations, see Table C.1. 
 
Parameter/ 
Variable Definition Units Value Source 
𝜙 Shrub percent cover  Dynamic variable N/A 
Λ Proportion of overwash flow reduction through a shrub cell at full shrub cover  0.15 This work 
BurialLimit Threshold proportion of shrub height that shrubs can be buried, beyond which shrubs are killed  0.75 Keller (2020) 
Disp_mu Mean of lognormal distribution of seed dispersal distance  -0.721891 Woods et al. (2019) 
Disp_sigma Standard deviation of lognormal distribution of seed dispersal distance  1.5 Woods et al. (2019) 
Dshrub Threshold elevation of fronting dune needed for shrub establishment m MSL 2.29 Woods et al. (2019) 
Female Proportion of shrubs that are female  0.5 Hokkanen (2013) 
GermRate Proportion of shrubs that successfully germinate  0.6 Young et al. (1994) 
Hs Shrub height m Dynamic variable N/A 
Hs_max Maximum shrub height m 5.2 Young et al. (1994) 
Qi_eff Effective discharge through cell impacted by shrub m3/hr Dynamic variable N/A 
SalineLimit Threshold discharge through a shrub cell beyond which immature (<1 yr) shrubs are killed m
3/hr 5 Tolliver et al. (1997) 
Seedmin Minimum seeds produced per year per shrub count 1000 Kwit et al. (2004) 
Seedmax Maximum seeds produced per year per shrub count 10000 Kwit et al. (2004) 
SprayDist Distance from ocean shoreline that shrubs can establish in absence of sufficient dune m 170 Miller et al. (2008) 
Tfruit Age at which female shrubs start producing seeds years 5 Zinnert (pers. comm.) 
UprootLimit Threshold depth that shrubs can be buried, beyond which shrubs are eroded m -0.2 
Conn and Day 
(1993) 
Zshrub_min Minimum surface elevation for shrubs m MSL 0.74 This work 
Zshrub_max Maximum surface elevation for shrubs m MSL 1.84 This work 
 




Barrier3D operates over a 10-by-10 m grid with a one-year time step. The barrier 
segment consists of one or more alongshore rows of dune cells at the front (ocean side) of the 
grid, backed by an interior domain with a predetermined constant alongshore length and 
dynamically changing cross-shore width (Figure 3.1b); dune and interior cells follow different 
sets of rules as described below. Due to complexities in modeling beach morphodynamics and to 
focus on dune and interior dynamics, Barrier3D does not model a beach, instead assuming 
invariant beach width and slope at the ocean side of the dune cells. 
Within each model time step, dune cells grow logistically (Houser et al., 2015) towards a 
maximum dune height (Duran and Moore, 2013; Houser et al., 2015), with the shape of the 
logistic curve controlled by r, the intrinsic dune growth rate. Dune growth rates vary randomly 
alongshore from cell to cell between an rmin and rmax, with the characteristic dune growth rate (𝑟) 
for the barrier segment calculated as the mean of rmin and rmax. When varying rmin and rmax, we 
hold the range between the two values constant at 0.5 (Houser et al., 2015). Next, a 
probabilistically determined number of storms occur by random selection from a list of 10,000 
synthetic storms, each described by three statistics: 1) duration; 2) Rhigh, the highest elevation of 
the landward margin of runup (i.e., the total water level); and 3) Rlow, the lowest runup elevation. 
Where water levels overtop the dune crest during storms, dune heights are reduced following an 
empirical predictor of dune erosion (Goldstein and Moore, 2016; Long et al., 2014), and 
overwash flow is routed cell-by-cell over the interior of the island, carrying sediment with it 
(Murray and Paola, 1994, 1997). Finally, shoreline erosion or accretion results from a 
combination of: 1) RSLR, treated using a Lagrangian frame of reference by reducing all 
elevations relative to a sea level fixed at zero; 2) the cumulative volume of sediment removed 
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from the upper shoreface by overwash and dune growth; and 3) net sediment exchange between 
the upper and lower shoreface (Lorenzo-Trueba and Ashton, 2014). Shoreface sediment flux 
depends on the shoreface slope, which tends to dynamically adjust towards an equilibrium in 
response to perturbations (i.e., overwash and dune growth). When the ocean shoreline erodes 
landward one cell width, the front row of the dune field is removed and the first row of the 
barrier interior functionally becomes the back row of the active dune field. 
For the experiments presented herein, the initial morphology of the barrier interior comes 
from a digital elevation model (DEM) of Hog Island (NOAA, 2017) discretized into 10-by-10 m 
cells. Dune height and dune toe elevations are based on values extracted from the Hog Island 
DEM, and wave hindcast data offshore Hog Island (USACE Wave Information Studies) and 
water elevations from the nearest tide gauge in Wachapreague, VA, are run through a copula-
based multivariate sea storm model (Wahl et al., 2016) to produce the synthetic storms. 
 
2.3. Shrub Module 
In the new shrub module of Barrier 3D, shrub plants occupy cells within the barrier 
interior, grow in size with age, and disperse seeds, allowing shrubs to expand. Various physical 
processes and factors influence shrub expansion and can lead to mortality. Conversely, shrubs 
impact physical processes by reducing overwash flow through cells that are occupied by shrubs. 
2.3.1 Growth 
Established shrubs grow at the beginning of each year, represented by annual increases in 
percent cover and height – until maximum values are reached. Following observations on Hog 
Island (Young, unpublished data) shrub percent cover (𝜙) increases logarithmically, reaching full 
cover after nine years of growth. Assuming an allometric relationship between shrub width and 
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height, shrub height (Hs) is taken as a function of percent cover: 𝐻7 = 𝜙𝐻7_*+', where Hs_max is 
the maximum shrub height when shrub cover is full. We set Hs_max to 5.2 m following the 
empirical observations of shrub heights on Hog Island from Young et al. (1994).  
2.3.2. Seed Dispersal and Establishment 
Shrubs expand across the interior domain via seed dispersal at the beginning of each 
modeled year. Shrubs must be female and greater than or equal to five years in age (J. Zinnert, 
personal communication, 2017) to produce seeds. Of the shrubs that meet these requirements, the 
fecundity (seeds year-1) of each plant is determined by random selection from a uniform 
distribution; we set the bounds for seed fecundity (1,000-10,000) following the empirical 
measurements of Kwit et al. (2004). Following Hokkanen (2013), each seed has equal 
probability of being female or male. The number of seeds dispersed is further constrained by a 
germination rate (60%; Young et al., 1994), which removes seeds that fail to germinate. For each 
successfully germinating seed, the drop location is determined by the dispersal distance, 
randomly sampled from a lognormal probability distribution (Woods et al., 2019), and the 
direction, chosen randomly between 1 and 360 degrees. The seed becomes a new shrub in its 
determined drop location if the receiving cell is 1) within the interior domain of the barrier; 2) 
unoccupied by a previously established plant; 3) fronted by a dune cell exceeding an empirical 
threshold height (approximately 2.75 m on Hog Island) (Woods et al., 2019) or, alternatively, is 
greater than 170 m landward of the shoreline (Miller et al., 2008); and 4) within an empirical 
elevation range. Because Barrier3D does not model a beach, we divide the static dune toe 
elevation by the beach slope to use as a static beach width; this beach width in our simulations is 
50 m, therefore shrubs can establish in the absence of sufficient dunes if more than 120 m from 
the foredune crest location. To establish the empirical elevation range, we use remotely-sensed 
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land-cover-classification polygons of shrubs on Hog Island from Zinnert et al. (2016b) to extract 
a histogram of land surface elevations from the 2017 DEM, then take the 5th and 95th percentiles 
as our minimum and maximum elevations for shrubs, respectively. 
2.3.3. Mortality 
Shrubs in the model are subjected to disturbances and stressors related to a dynamically 
evolving physical environment, which can lead to mortality. Once dead, shrubs remain 
temporarily in place and can continue to influence overwash flow routing (as explained in 
section 2.3.4 below), but can no longer grow or disperse seeds. Shrub mortality occurs if the 
surface elevation of a cell containing a living shrub falls outside the established elevation range 
(e.g., via RSLR). Additionally, if a dead shrub plant falls below MSL, the plant is removed 
entirely from the model domain. To represent the effects of burial (e.g., via overwash 
deposition), a shrub is killed if deposition in the cell since the time of initial shrub establishment 
exceeds 75% of the plant’s height (Keller, 2020); a shrub plant, dead or alive, is removed from 
the interior domain completely if buried past 100% of its height. To represent the effects of 
uprooting (e.g., via overwash scouring), a shrub is removed from the interior if erosion in the cell 
since the time of initial establishment exceeds a threshold depth; we set this threshold to 0.2 m, 
as a majority of M. cerifera root biomass on Hog Island is found in the top 0.2 m of soil (Conn & 
Day, 1993). To account for the effects of short-duration saline flooding (i.e., overwash events) 
on immature shrubs (Tolliver et al., 1997), the model kills all one-year-old plants through which 
discharge greater than 5 m3/hr is routed. During barrier migration, when the front row of the 
interior domain becomes the back row of the dune field, all shrub plants dead and alive are 
removed from the interior domain to represent the impacts of shoreline erosion. Shrub mortality 
via natural senescence is not explicitly included in the model, under the assumption that gaps in 
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shrub cover that arise from natural senescence are rapidly recolonized (Crawford & Young, 
1998). Shrub mortality therefore relies solely on physical conditions and stressors described 
above. 
2.3.4. Interaction with Overwash 
To capture the impacts of shrubs on overwash flow, the discharge leaving a cell with a 
living shrub plant is reduced according to the maximum flow reduction coefficient (𝛬) and the 
plant’s percent cover: 
  
𝑄0_-88 = 𝑄0(1 − Λ)𝜙 
  
where Qi_eff is the effective discharge leaving the cell in question for the neighboring cell i, and 
Qi is the calculated discharge leaving for neighboring cell i in the absence of a shrub plant. In 
this way, the flow of water through a cell with a shrub plant is reduced (relative to if no shrub is 
present), with larger shrubs reducing more flow than smaller shrubs. In the absence of empirical 
measurements for the maximum flow reduction coefficient, we test the sensitivity of this 
parameter by varying 𝛬 from 0.05-0.75 (Figure C.1), as discussed below in Section 3. 
 In the model, dead shrub plants are only two-thirds as effective as living shrubs at 
blocking overwash flow. We derived this ratio by comparing “summer” versus “winter” 
Manning’s n values from floodplains of “medium to dense brush” (Chow, 1959) as proxies for 
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2.3.5. Comparison to Observations 
Key characteristics of shrub expansion in our model match empirical observations from 
Hog Island in the VCR. Specifically, expansion rates observed on Hog Island from 1984-2010 
average 164 m/yr and reach a maximum of 300 m/yr (Woods et al., 2019), well within the range 
of average expansion rates from our simulations of 0-334 m/yr (described in Section 4 below). 
Additionally, Woods et al. (2019) observe a logarithmic trend in shrub front expansion over time 
on Hog, a dynamic that is captured in our model simulations as well (Figure C.2). 
 
3. Impacts of Shrubs on Barrier Morphology and Migration 
To assess the ways in which shrubs alter barrier morphology and the rate and style of 
barrier retreat, we run simulations with and without shrubs across broad ranges of two key input 
parameters: RSLR and characteristic dune growth rate (?̅?). Dune growth rate is an important 
factor in controlling shrub expansion and mortality and in determining the vulnerability of a 
barrier to storm impacts (Duran Vinent & Moore, 2015; Reeves et al., in review). Varying dune 
growth rates is also akin to varying storm frequency – i.e., faster growth rates reduce the time 
needed for a dune to recover before the next storm, and vice versa. RSLR is fundamental to 
barrier evolution, and varies spatially while also depending on future carbon emissions (e.g., 
Sweet et al., 2017).  
Each simulation runs for 1,000 years or until the barrier drowns, with the alongshore 
length of the barrier segment set to 500 m. A duration of 1,000 years is capable of capturing 
behavioral trends in barrier migration (Reeves et al., in review) and equilibrium morphologies. 
The initial dune height is set randomly for each simulation between 0.1 and 1.4 m (with 0 and 
1.5 m as the minimum and maximum dune heights, respectively), with random white noise 
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perturbations alongshore of ± 0.1 m. To allow shrubs to repopulate a barrier bereft of any fruiting 
plants, a single shrub seed from outside the barrier system is dropped randomly across the barrier 
interior each year. We use a relatively conservative value of 0.15 as the maximum flow reduction 
coefficient (𝛬), which produces qualitatively realistic morphology. Varying 𝛬 from 0.05 to 0.35 
results in remarkably little difference in our results and does not change the conclusions we draw 
from them (Figure C.1). We consider a barrier to have drowned when the maximum subaerial 
width of the interior domain thins to less than 10 m (one cell width), at which point the 
simulation ends. To determine the style of barrier retreat (i.e., continuous or discontinuous), we 
use a simple algorithm from Reeves et al. (in review). Discontinuous retreat occurs if the 
simulation includes two or more alternating periods of both transgression and relative 
immobility; otherwise, the behavior is considered continuous. Periods of immobility 
(transgression) are defined as 30 years or more of shoreline change rates under (over) 0.5 m/yr. 
 
3.1 RSLR 
In this first set of experiments, we vary RSLR from 3 to 15 mm/yr in increments of 3, 
while holding ?̅? at 0.6 yr-1. At this intermediate value of ?̅?, dune heights tend to be bistable, i.e., 
dunes tend to fluctuate between a high- and low-elevation state (e.g., Duran Vinent and Moore, 
2015) instead of remaining within one elevation state for the duration of the simulation. To 
account for storm stochasticity within each unique simulation, we run simulations at each RSLR 
rate 100 times and present the mean of these 100 simulations as our results. 
In Figure 3.2, we plot the mean (n = 100) time series of different morphological metrics 
for each RSLR value. For each RSLR rate we explore, the average time series flatten towards a 
steady equilibrium value after approximately 200-500 years of adjustment. These steady states 
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are not conditioned by the initial barrier morphology, for the average time series approach the 
same steady state values even if the simulations begin with much narrower initial barrier 
morphology (Figure C.3). While the trajectory of any one simulation may diverge from the 
equilibrium state, trajectories tend to oscillate around these equilibrium values. Across all RSLR 
rates, barrier widths, volumes, and elevations approach steady attracting values maintained 
consistently above zero both with and without shrubs, indicating that drowning is not a steady 
state under these particular forcing conditions. Only 1.0% of all simulations with shrubs, and 
0.4% of simulations without shrubs, drown over the course of 1,000 years. However, there are 
significant morphological and behavioral differences between barriers with and without shrubs. 
Overall, barriers with shrubs tend to be narrower, have less overwash flux, and migrate 
landward more slowly relative to barriers without shrubs (Figure 3.2). Additionally, barrier 
volume above mean sea level (MSL) tends to be smaller with shrubs, and distributed more 
towards the front (ocean-side) of the barrier. With the effects of increased frictional drag, 
overwash through shrub thickets is deposited over shorter distances, resulting in volumetric 
distributions skewed more strongly towards the barrier front (Figure 3.2f). By building 
topography towards the front of the barrier, shrubs inhibit additional sediment transport into the 
barrier interior and therefore reduce volumetric overwash flux (Figure 3.2d). With reduced 
overwash fluxes deposited over shorter distances, barriers with shrubs tend to be narrower than 
barriers without (Figure 3.2a), and smaller average barrier volumes (Figure 3.2b) follow as a 
consequence of narrower widths. Lastly, because less sediment is removed from the 
shoreface/beach environment and deposited as washover in the interior, shrubs slow the 
landward translation of the ocean shoreline (Figure 3.2c). These findings are consistent across all 
RSLR rates.  
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Among barriers without shrubs, increasing the rate of RSLR tends to decrease the 
equilibrium barrier width. This occurs because higher rates of RSLR increase landward 
translation of the ocean shoreline (e.g., Bruun, 1962) and seaward translation of the back-barrier 
shoreline, especially during periods of barrier immobility, and thereby narrow the barrier from 
both the front and back. The opposite outcome is observed for barriers with shrubs, which tend to 
Figure 3.2. Varying RSLR. Averaged (n=100 simulations) time series of key variables for 
barriers with shrubs (dashed lines) and without shrubs (solid lines), with lines colored by RSLR 
rate used in the simulations. 
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be wider with increasing RSLR rates because overall shrub cover is lesser (Figure 3.2e). Higher 
RSLR rates reduce the available habitat for shrubs and lead to mortality via passive inundation 
and shoreline erosion. Thus, for the case of barriers with shrubs, the geomorphological effect of 
higher RSLR rates decreasing equilibrium barrier width is exceeded by the ecological effects of 
higher RSLR rates on shrub expansion and mortality (which tend to increase barrier width).  
The presence of shrubs also increases the likelihood of discontinuous retreat and the 
average duration of immobile periods (Figure 3.3). Periods of immobility tend to be longer with 
shrubs (Figure 3.3b) because shrubs delay the onset of overwash flux after dunes transition to a 
low-elevation state. This is explained by the following: When dunes are tall, overwash is 
typically limited and the barrier tends to be immobile, which favors shrub expansion across the 
barrier interior. If dune heights are consequently reduced via vertical (storm) or lateral (shoreline 
change) erosion, shrubs limit overwash flux across the barrier that would otherwise lead to rapid 
barrier transgression. Since overwash flux is limited, the barrier tends to remain relatively 
immobile until shrub cover has been effectively removed by mortality and shoreline erosion; 
alternatively, shrubs may prevent immobile periods altogether if the dunes can recover to a high-
elevation state before shrub cover is lost. This lag in the onset of transgression is longer at lower 
RSLR rates because shrub cover is greater; at higher RSLR rates, there are fewer shrubs to be 
Figure 3.3. Discontinuous behavior with shrubs (green) and without shrubs (blue) across a range 
of RSLR rates. (a) Probability of discontinuous retreat, (b) average duration of immobile periods, 




removed before substantial overwash – and therefore transgression – can commence. 
Additionally, shrubs tend to reduce the average duration of transgressive periods (Figure 3.3c). 
This occurs because shrubs can establish in the absence of sufficient dune height near the back 
(bay-side) of the barrier interior, eventually work their way to the front via shoreline erosion 
(i.e., as the shoreline recedes towards them), and impede overwash, thereby potentially leading to 
immobility sooner. This process is less impactful at higher RSLR rates because barriers tend to 
be narrower, making it more difficult for shrubs to establish in the absence of dunes. Shrubs 
increase the probability of discontinuous retreat (Figure 3.3a) by providing the prolonged 
cessation of transgression needed to produce discontinuous behavior. This impact is greatest at 
higher RSLR rates which produce conditions that, in the absence of shrubs, rarely produce 
periods of immobility (Reeves et al., in review).  
 
3.2. Characteristic Dune Growth Rates 
Next, we vary ?̅? from 0.35 to 0.9 hr-1 in increments of 0.15, while holding RSLR at 6 
mm/yr, an intermediate value and conservative estimate of near future RSLR rates in the VCR. 
As before, we run 100 simulations at each ?̅? and present the mean of these 100 simulations as our 
results. 
At high dune growth rates (?̅?	= 0.75 and 0.9 hr-1), barriers trend towards steady states of 
drowning (Figure 3.4). For the highest rates of dune growth (?̅?	= 0.9 hr-1), 74% of simulations 
with shrubs drowned after an average of 562 years (± 200), while 38% of simulations without 
shrubs drowned after an average of 568 years (± 224). At low to intermediate RSLR rates (?̅?	= 
0.3-0.6 hr-1), only 0.7% of barriers in all simulations drowned. Drowning in the model is more 
likely at higher dune growth rates because tall dunes limit washover deposition in the barrier 
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interior and back-barrier bay, allowing for passive inundation of the barrier interior that outpaces 
the rate that overwash events, which occur infrequently when dunes are tall, are able to build 
elevation. Shrubs increase the vulnerability of barriers to drowning by further starving the barrier 
interior of washover deposition needed for the barrier to maintain its elevation relative to sea 
level. 
Figure 3.4. Varying characteristic dune growth rates (𝑟̅). Averaged (n=100 simulations) time 
series of key variables for barriers with shrubs (dashed lines) and without shrubs (solid lines), 
with lines colored by 𝑟 ̅used in the simulations. 
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Consistent with the RSLR simulations of Section 3.1, barriers with shrubs tend to be 
narrower, have less overwash flux, and migrate landward more slowly across all characteristic 
dune growth rates (Figure 3.4). Likewise, barrier volume with shrubs tends to be lesser and 
skewed more strongly towards the front (ocean-side) of the barrier. Dune growth rate is a strong 
regulator of barrier width, with slower-growing dunes allowing greater cumulative overwash 
fluxes (Figure 3.4d) and therefore wider barriers (Figure 3.4a); smaller cumulative overwash 
fluxes at higher dune growth rates maintain narrower barriers. The difference in barrier width 
between barriers with shrubs and without tends to be greatest at intermediate dune growth rates, 
where shrub-overwash interaction is large enough to cause significant width differences yet 
disturbances are small enough to allow significant shrub expansion across the barrier. These 
experiments also provide insight into the effects of barrier evolution on shrub ecology. For 
example, even though foredunes of a threshold height are necessary for the establishment of 
shrubs, the fastest dune growth rates lead to the least shrub cover (Figure 3.4e). This occurs 
because consistently tall foredunes result in barriers that are both narrower and lower in 
elevation, thereby limiting suitable shrub habitat. The greatest shrub cover over time is observed 
on barriers with intermediate growth rates, where the effects of overwash creating or maintaining 
habitat are balanced with the tendency of overwash to physically disturb the ecology.  
At low to intermediate dune growth rates, the presence of shrubs increases the likelihood 
of discontinuous retreat (Figure 3.5a), increases the average duration of immobile periods 
(Figure 3.5b), and reduces the average duration of transgressive periods (Figure 3.5c). Shrubs 
induce the prolonged cessation of transgression needed to produce discontinuous behavior at low 
dune growth rates, where periods of immobility are otherwise rare because dunes are slow to 
recover following disturbance. At high dune growth rates (?̅? = 0.75-0.9 hr-1), periods of 
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immobility are common; therefore, the shrub lag in overwash flux either has little to no effect on 
the probability of discontinuous behavior, or can in fact reduce the probability of discontinuous 
behavior in favor of continuous immobility by preventing periods of transgression altogether. 
The effect of shrubs on the average duration of transgressive periods is negligible at high growth 
rates (Figure 3.5c) because interior widths tend to be so narrow that shrubs cannot establish in 
back of barrier interiors in the absence of dunes. Without shrubs, the average duration of 
immobile periods tends to increase with higher dune growth rates (Figure 3.5b) because taller 
dunes reduce overwash fluxes necessary for transgression. Interestingly, the opposite is observed 
with shrubs: the average duration of immobile periods tends to decrease with higher dune growth 
rates. This is because higher dune growth rates lead to limited suitable shrub habitat, resulting in 
less shrub cover and less impact on immobile durations. Regardless of these trends, the average 
duration of immobile periods tends to be greater with shrubs than without. 
 
4. Geomorphological Controls on Shrub Expansion 
To explore the ways in which barrier morphologic evolution influences the rate and 
pattern of shrub expansion, we conduct two sets of experiments across the same ranges of RLSR 
(Figure 3.6) and characteristic dune growth rates (Figure 3.7) as in Section 3. Unlike the 
Figure 3.5. Discontinuous behavior with shrubs (green) and without shrubs (blue) across a range 
of characteristic dune growth rates. (a) Probability of discontinuous retreat, (b) average duration 




preceding simulations, however, the simulations in these experiments use a 5,000-m-long 
segment of Hog Island as the initial morphology and run for 150 years, a duration that is 
typically long enough to capture a full cycle of shrub expansion and significantly reduces model 
run time given the ten-fold increase in barrier length relative to the preceding simulations. In 
addition, each simulation begins with a foredune that is in a high-elevation state. The initial 
foredune height is chosen randomly between 1.0 and 1.4 m, and a single seed is dropped 
randomly each year on one end of the barrier within the first 100 m (2%) alongshore. Controlling 
for the location of the initial cluster of shrub establishment ensures that all simulations are able to 
expand the same maximum distance (here, 5 km). To account for storm and seed dispersal 
stochasticity, we run 100 simulations at each RSLR and ?̅?	value.  
 We calculate the alongshore location of the shrub front as the 95th quantile of the 
alongshore distribution of all cells with living shrubs, which helps capture the front of the main 
thicket while disregarding small outlying patches or singular plants. Additionally, we calculate 
an average shrub expansion rate (?̅?) as 90% of the barrier length (Lend; i.e., the distance at which 
the change in shrub front location fully saturates) divided by the time it takes for the shrub front 
to reach Lend (tLend): ?̅? = 𝐿-12/𝑡9-12. Because shrub expansion does not always begin 
immediately at the start of each simulation, tLend begins when the shrub front location exceeds the 
first 100 m of the barrier. 
 Slower shrub front expansion rates are correlated with dune erosion and overwash 
disturbance (Figures 3.6a-b and 3.7a-b). These disturbances slow the rate of shrub encroachment 
by both promoting environmental conditions within the barrier interior that restrict successful 
post-dispersal establishment (e.g., salinity intrusion), and by killing or eroding away shrubs 
(which also has the effect of reducing the number of seeds dispersed). If undisturbed, the 
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expansion of the shrub front over time can often be described as logarithmic, with slow initial 
expansion, followed by rapid acceleration, then deceleration as the shrub front approaches the 
end of the barrier segment (e.g., Figure C.2a). Disturbance events can cause arrested expansion 
Figure 3.6. Rate and pattern of shrub expansion across a range of RSLR rates. (a-b): Average 
shrub front expansion rate as a function of (a) cumulative overwash flux and (b) average dune 
height, with points colored by the RSLR rate used in the simulation. Box plots separated by 
RSLR rate of (a) average shrub front expansion rate, (b) number of years with no expansion of 
the shrub front, (c) average dune height, and (d) cumulative overwash flux. 
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of the shrub front (e.g., Figure C.2b), leading to prolonged periods with no net change, or 
sometimes negative change, in the location alongshore of the shrub front. 
 Overall, there is significant variance in shrub expansion rates across all parameter 
combinations. Despite such variance, shrub expansion tends to be faster at lower RSLR rates 
Figure 3.7. Rate and pattern of shrub expansion across a range of characteristic dune growth 
rates (𝑟̅). (a-b): Average shrub front expansion rate as a function of (a) cumulative overwash flux 
and (b) average dune height, with points colored by the value of 𝑟 ̅used in the simulation. (c-f): 
Box plots separated by 𝑟̅ of (c) average shrub front expansion rate, (d) number of years with no 
expansion of the shrub front, (e) average dune height, and (f) cumulative overwash flux. 
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(Figure 3.6c), and the number of years in which no positive shrub expansion is observed (i.e., no 
movement or negative movement of the shrub front location occurs) tends to be fewer (Figure 
3.6d). This is because dunes are typically higher (Figure 3.6e) and overwash fluxes lower (Figure 
3.6f) under these conditions. Higher rates of RSLR also lower a greater number of interior cells 
below the elevation threshold for shrub establishment, and therefore reduce expansion rates by 
limiting suitable habitat. At higher dune growth rates, shrub expansion tends to be faster (Figure 
3.7c) and the number of years without positive expansion tends to be lower (Figure 3.7d). Higher 
dune growth rates reduce dune and overwash disturbances (Figures 3.7e-f) because dunes are 
more likely to recover before the next storm event. 
 
5. Discussion 
5.1. Model Limitations 
The goal of this work is to investigate barrier and shrub dynamics and the ecological-
geomorphological feedbacks that give rise to them, rather than to numerically predict or 
reproduce barrier/shrub evolution of a particular setting or under specific conditions. The 
parameterizations encoded in our shrub module are considerable simplifications of real-world 
processes, which may limit quantitative precision of model results. Yet, the assumptions and 
simplifications we have made are constrained by or derived from empirical data such that the 
compound effects of many processes operating at smaller spatiotemporal scales are represented. 
Basing the model on emergent variables (e.g., shrub-front migration) and interactions rather than 
the finer scale processes that collectively produce them is the most appropriate modeling 
approach for exploring and explaining complex behaviors of large-scale systems (Murray, 2007). 
Reeves et al. (in review) discuss limitations related to the Barrier3D base model formulation. 
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These limitations include the lack of 1) a dynamically changing beach width and slope; 2) tidal 
inlet processes; and 3) other sediment pathways that can lead to deflation of the barrier, such as 
gradients in alongshore transport, breaching, or storm-driven seaward transport. Below, we focus 
on additional limitations related specifically to the new shrub module.  
First, the model does not simulate a freshwater lens, which changes in size in response to 
barrier morphologic evolution. Freshwater availability is especially limited in narrow barriers 
(e.g., Bolyard et al., 1979; Rastetter et al., 1991; Shao et al., 1995). Thus, our parameterization of 
a shrub elevation range from Hog Island (0.74 – 1.84 m MSL) may be less suitable for barriers of 
different morphologies. Incorporation of groundwater dynamics would increase shrub expansion 
when barriers are wider (and vice versa). The shrub module also does not allow shrubs to occur 
on the beach (because Barrier3D does not model a beach) or, for model simplicity, on the 
foredune as a result of landward translation of the ocean shoreline. When the shoreline erodes 
landward one cell width, any shrubs occupying the front (ocean-side) row of the interior domain 
are removed from the system entirely. In reality, shrubs can be found on beaches of rapidly 
transgressing barriers (Figure 3.1d), and persist until the ocean shoreline recedes far enough 
landward such that shrubs are impacted by swash zone dynamics. Because this would effectively 
extend the duration of shrub presence within the barrier system, shrub impacts are likely 
underestimated in the model in this regard. Shrubs also have the potential to influence aeolian 
reworking of the barrier interior by causing sand to deposit in and around shrub thickets. Aeolian 
dynamics of the barrier interior, however, are not included in Barrier3D. In reality, interactions 
between shrubs and wind-driven sediment transport during interstorm periods may increase 
surface roughness of the barrier interior, and potentially influence overwash routing. 
In the absence of empirical measurements for the effects of shrubs on overwash flow 
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across a barrier, we parameterize 𝛬, the maximum flow reduction coefficient, with a 
conservative value that produces qualitatively realistic morphology. In situ measurements of 
shrub-overwash flow hydrodynamics are needed to increase confidence in the quantitative 
accuracy of the model results, though sensitivity tests across a broad range of 𝛬 values suggest 
that the parameter ultimately has limited impact on barrier morphology (Figure C.1). In addition, 
mechanical damage to shrubs from waves or overwash bores is absent from the model 
formulation, as is the decay of dead shrubs over time, both of which are difficult processes to 
parameterize within our exploratory framework. In the absence of these dynamics, shrub 
longevity and their ability to limit overwash are likely to be marginally overestimated within the 
model. 
The shrub module also does not include biotic interactions between different plant 
species, such as facilitation or competition. Similarly, the shrub module does not explicitly 
simulate other finer scale environmental filters of shrub establishment, such as the distance to 
groundwater, soil salinity, or nutrients, but the collective effects of many of these factors are 
represented by our larger-scale parameterizations of a threshold dune height for shrub growth 
and a shrub elevation range. The shrub module also does not incorporate positive feedbacks 
related to shrubs modifying their own microclimate. Shrub thickets modify their microclimate by 
increasing overnight temperatures as well as soil nutrients and moisture (D’Odorico et al., 2012; 
Huang et al., 2018; Wood et al., 2020), thereby enhancing shrub growth and facilitating further 
localized shrub establishment. Incorporating these positive feedbacks within the model would 
likely increase shrub expansion rates. While our simulations are calibrated for M. cerifera, a 
common shrub along the Atlantic and Gulf coasts of North America and the dominant species in 
the VCR, parameterizing the model to represent other shrub species would result in differences  
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to our results but would unlikely change the fundamental conclusions we draw from them. 
 
5.2 Ecological Impacts on Barrier Morphology 
Our results suggest major morphological and behavioral differences between barriers 
with and without shrubs. In our simulations, the time-averaged morphology of barriers with 
shrubs is narrower and less voluminous relative to barriers without. Across the broad ranges of 
RSLR and characteristic dune growth rates we simulate, we find that the presence of shrubs 
reduces barrier widths and volumes by as much as 40-65%, and that volumes tend to be more 
distributed towards the front of the barrier. These morphological differences are the result of 
shrubs limiting overwash flow into and across the barrier: Sediment carried into the barrier 
interior is deposited over shorter distances from the effects of frictional drag of the shrub thicket 
on the overwashing flow, which in turn builds topographic relief that limits continued 
transgressive flux into the barrier interior. The distance over which overwash sediment is 
deposited is a function of both storm intensity and the density/extent of woody cover. Woody 
vegetation blocking overwash flow and building topographic relief has been observed in natural 
barrier settings (Wang & Horwitz, 2007; Claudino-Sales et al., 2008), and with physical models 
(Kobayashi et al., 2013). Additionally, these simulation results are supported by empirical 
evidence from Zinnert et al. (2019), who find that woody cover in the VCR reduces the landward 
translation of back-barrier shorelines by decreasing overwash sediment delivery; in particular, 
they show that Cobb Island, VA lost significant width and volume in the years after shrubs 
expanded rapidly across the barrier and dune heights were subsequently reduced. 
We also find that barriers with shrubs tend to migrate landward more slowly and are 
more likely to experience discontinuous retreat. Migration rates in our simulations tend to be 
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approximately 20-40% slower with shrubs because overwash fluxes are lesser (i.e., less sediment 
is removed from the shoreface and beach to be deposited as washover). Meanwhile, 
discontinuous retreat is more likely because shrubs extend the duration of immobile periods by 
delaying the onset of overwash flux after dunes are lost, providing prolonged periods of 
immobility needed to produce discontinuous behavior. This lag lasts until shrub cover has 
sufficiently decreased, and can extend periods of immobility in our simulations by as much as 
340%. This lag effect is again supported by empirical evidence from Cobb Island, VA, of a 
temporal correlation between the onset of rapid landward translation of the back-barrier shoreline 
and the loss of woody cover from erosion (Zinnert et al., 2019). However, under conditions that 
tend to result in relatively immobile barriers (i.e., fast dune growth rates, low RSLR rates), this 
lag effect can potentially prevent any transgressive periods from occurring at all, which tends to 
reduce the likelihood of discontinuous behavior in favor of continuous immobility and increase 
the likelihood of barrier drowning. At high dune growth rates in our simulations, barriers with 
shrubs are twice as vulnerable to drowning as barriers without. 
Our results suggest that interior ecology is a critical component of barrier evolution on 
timescales of a single storm to many centuries. In our simulations, dune growth rates and the 
presence or absence of shrubs are the primary drivers of barrier width and vulnerability to 
drowning, not RSLR. This emphasizes the prominent role of internal dynamics – as opposed to 
external forcings – in controlling barrier evolution (Ciarletta et al., 2019; Lorenzo-Trueba & 
Ashton, 2014; Reeves et al., in review). In this way, the impacts of shrubs are similar to those of 
dunes (Reeves et al., in review) and human infrastructure (Lazarus et al., 2021; Rogers et al., 
2015), two additional suites of processes internal to barrier systems that can restrict sediment 
delivery into and across the barrier interior. The significant morphologic and behavioral 
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differences we observe in our simulations between barriers with shrubs and without suggest 
major disparities in barrier functionality and services, with potentially broad impacts on the 
ecological, physical, and human components of the coastal barrier system. For example, barriers 
with shrubs may be unable to support fringing back-barrier marshes that rely on overwash 
sediment deposition to keep pace with RSLR (Walters et al., 2014); barriers that are narrow in 
the presence of shrubs may have limited freshwater lenses (Bolyard et al., 1979), and might 
support less rich ecosystems and human activities; and, the tendency for nonlinear behavior and 
drowning of barriers with shrubs could lead to cascading state changes across the entire coastal 
system (e.g., Deaton et al., 2017; FitzGerald et al., 2018). With shrub expansion worldwide 
linked to global warming, these internal shrub dynamics may become increasingly important in 
the future across barrier systems with climatologies that had precluded shrub establishment in the 
past. However, as sea level rises and rates of dune growth (relative to the frequency of intense 
storms) decrease, our results suggest that the impacts of shrubs on barrier morphology and 
behavior (relative to barriers without shrubs) may become less influential because of a 
consequent decline in shrub cover. 
Our results also highlight complex, sometimes counterintuitive feedbacks and 
relationships between shrub ecology and barrier geomorphology. For instance, the tendency for 
higher rates of RSLR to reduce barrier widths is reversed when shrubs are included in the 
simulations. In addition, despite the fact that sufficiently tall dunes are required for shrub growth, 
faster dune growth rates typically lead to less shrub cover over long time scales. Further, the 
average duration of immobile periods for barriers with shrubs tends to decrease with higher dune 
growth rates. These complexities highlight the importance of explicitly modeling barrier ecology 
and its interactions with the physical environment when exploring long-term barrier evolution, as 
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opposed to using static representations of land-cover that would be unable to capture these 
dynamics.  
 
5.3 Geomorphological Impacts on Shrub Expansion 
 The substantial variance in shrub expansion rates in our simulations can be attributed to 
the stochasticity of both shrub seed dispersal and dune-overwash dynamics. Importantly, this 
variance suggests that shrub expansion is difficult to predict. However, over annual to decadal 
timescales, we find that storm-related disturbances of dune erosion and overwash are associated 
with slower expansion rates and more years without any positive translation alongshore of the 
shrub front. Higher rates of RSLR and slower dune growth typically induce more frequent 
disturbance events. In this way, storms act as a destructive force that both kills and/or erodes 
away established shrubs, which has the additional effect of reducing the number of seeds 
dispersed, and prevents the establishment of shrub seedlings by enabling unsuitable 
environmental conditions. Rapid, uninterrupted shrub expansion is therefore most likely to occur 
across barriers that are disturbance resistant, such as Hog Island (Wolner et al., 2013) where 
shrubs have expanded at rates of up to 300 m/yr (Woods et al., 2019).  
However, over longer, decadal to centurial time scales, the physical impacts of storms are 
both destructive and constructive in the context of shrub ecology. Washover deposition can both 
maintain shrub habitat by raising interior elevations relative to sea level, and build new shrub 
habitat by extending the back-barrier shoreline landward. For the larger barriers of the VCR, 
Young et al. (2007) find a direct relationship between changes in subaerial barrier area and shrub 
cover. Our simulations suggest that, over multiple cycles of shrub expansion and mortality, shrub 
cover (and, by extension, shrub impacts) is often greatest when the constructive and destructive 
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tendencies of overwash processes are balanced. Although warming macroclimate temperatures 
are likely to stimulate shrub expansion in the future, our results suggest this tendency may be 
tempered in part by increases in disturbances related to higher RSLR rates and slower dune 
growth rates (i.e., relative to increases in the frequency of more intense storm events) – or the 
greater vulnerability of barriers with shrubs to drowning. While we examined shrub expansion 
across a range of RSLR and characteristic dune growth rates, future work should include the 
effects of climate warming on ecological aspects of shrub expansion (e.g., seed production, 
germination rate) in addition to these physical drivers. 
 
6. Conclusions 
Our simulations using a new shrub expansion and mortality module within the 
exploratory model Barrier3D demonstrate the essential role of interior ecology in barrier 
evolution. We find that barriers with shrubs, relative to those without, tend to be narrower and 
migrate landward more slowly, with subaerial volume distributed more towards the front (ocean-
side) of the barrier. In addition, shrubs generally increase the likelihood of discontinuous retreat 
by providing prolonged cessations in overwash flux needed to produce periods of immobility. 
However, under conditions where periods of immobility are common, shrubs can altogether 
inhibit periods of transgression that are needed for barriers to maintain elevation relative to sea 
level, leading to increased vulnerability to drowning in the presence of shrubs. Additionally, we 
find that shrub expansion is highly dependent on geomorphological barrier processes. Slower 
shrub front expansion rates are correlated with greater dune erosion and overwash disturbance, 
which occur more often, on average, at higher rates of RSLR and slower rates of dune growth. In 
our model, shrub-barrier couplings lead to complex and sometimes counterintuitive outcomes 
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that emphasize the need to explicitly simulate ecological processes of barriers and their 




APPENDIX A: SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS FOR CHAPTER 1 
 
 
Figure A.1. Schematic illustration of wave height as a function of fetch with (green) and without 
(red) attenuation from seagrass. Following decay from seagrass, wave height continues to regrow 
along the same curve starting at the attenuated height (Hx) over the distance F2 until it reaches 
the far opposite marsh edge. When seagrass is present in the bay, the model calculates the final 
wave height reaching the far marsh edge using the effective fetch, which is equal to the sum of 
F1 (the fetch that would produce the height Hx in the absence of seagrass) and F2 (the fetch of 
the regrowth area). When no seagrass is present, the full fetch of the basin is used to calculate the 




Figure A.2. Average depth of bathymetric profiles extracted from VCR back-barrier basins 
plotted over profile length for both bare (blue) and seagrass-covered (green) segments to 
establish a relationship between equilibrium depth and fetch in the model. The fetch-depth 





y = -0.226ln(x) + 1.1115




Figure A.3. Maximum shoot density as a function of bay depth from a 7-year chronosequence of 
structural seagrass data in Hog Island Bay (McGlathery, 2013) to establish a relationship 
between depth and shoot density for seagrass growth in the model. The shoot density look-up 




y = -434.82x2 + 415.11x + 568.17
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Figure A.4. Marsh width over time for a representative simulation with and without seagrass 
(RSLR = 4 mm/yr; BSF = 60 m3/m/yr). While marshes in the absence of seagrass tend to 
prograde linearly, marshes in the presence of seagrass tend to prograde exponentially. This 
occurs because of a positive feedback whereby expansion of the marsh towards seagrass habitat 
causes the seagrass meadow to shrink and release additional sediment available to the marsh, 









Figure A.5. Difference in marsh width after 1 m of relative sea level rise (RSLR) between 
simulations with seagrass and without across a range of Bay Sediment Flux (BSF) volumes and 
RSLR rates. Parameter spaces are varied by PBC (percent of the bay covered by the seagrass 
meadow) in addition to fex (percent of suspended inorganic sediment lost from the system). 
Marshes prograde in the simulations within the parameter space above the diagonal line and 
erode in the simulations within the parameter space below the line. Parameter space panels (d), 
(e), and (f) comprise Figure 1.3 in the main text. The effects of seagrass become more 
pronounced with increasing size of the seagrass meadow, but varying the PBC does not change 
the general findings of these experiments.  
 
  






























































Figure A.6. Comparison of (a) the parameter space from Figure 1.3a, simulated with a 10-year 
time step (consistent with all other simulations presented in this study), and (b) the same 
parameter space from Figure 1.3a but simulated with a 5-year time step. With a time step that is 
half as long, there is little change quantitatively in the results and no change in general 











































10-year Time Step 5-year Time Step
Difference in Marsh Width (m) - Seagrass vs No Seagrass
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fex (%) PBC 
Add/Remove Experiments 
Add – Eroding 2 30 3 0.15 50 
Add – Prograding 4 60 3 0 50 
Remove – Eroding 2 30 1 0.15 50 
Remove – Prograding 4 60 1 0 50 
Island Migration Experiments 
No Marsh, No Seagrass 4 30 0 0 50 
No Marsh, Seagrass 4 30 0 0 50 
2 km Marsh, No Seagrass 4 50 2 0 50 
2 km Marsh, Seagrass 4 50 2 0 50 
Full Marsh, No Seagrass 4 50 Full 0 50 
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APPENDIX B: SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS FOR CHAPTER 2 
 
 
Text B.1. Additional Details for Model Development 
Here we provide additional details on the development of Barrier3D and the algorithm 
for determining punctuated retreat. While not necessary for understanding the fundamental 
workings of the model or its results, they are included here for completeness. 
 
1. Sea-Storm Model 
1.1. Storm identification 
We generate synthetic storms following the methods of Wahl et al. (2016) for a copula-
based multivariate sea-storm model. The model is developed using 35 years of hourly wave 
hindcast data – including wave height (Hs) and wave period (Tp) – from the USACE’s Wave 
Information Studies buoy offshore Hog Island in the Virginia Coast Reserve (Station 63183, 22 
m water depth) and hourly records of water level from the nearest NOAA tide gauge (Station 
8631044, Wachapreague, VA). The data is processed by first removing the 365-day (1 yr) 
running median (as opposed to the 30-day running median in Wahl et al. (2016)), which accounts 
for non-stationarity in wave and water level parameters due to inter-annual and decadal 
variability while maintaining seasonality. The median of the last 3 years is then applied to the 
entire time series such that the new time series is representative of the current climate. A year-
by-year tidal analysis is performed using t_Tide (Pawlowicz et al., 2002) to obtain the tidal 
amplitude (𝜂:)	and non-tidal residual (𝜂;<=). Lastly, the representative highest elevation of the 
landward margin of runup (Rhigh, i.e. the total water level) is calculated as the sum of the 
maximum 2% exceedance of runup, following Stockdon et al. (2006), and the contemporaneous 
(corrected) water level elevation from the tide gauge. The representative lowest runup elevation 
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(Rlow), below which any part of the island is considered continuously subaqueous during a storm, 
is taken as Rhigh – swash/2.  
Storm events are then extracted from the corrected time series using the same metrics as 
Wahl et al. (2016), i.e., we derive a set of storm events by conditioning on Hs. Events are 
identified as periods of 8 or more consecutive hours with deep-water significant wave heights 
greater than 2.1 m, which is the minimum monthly averaged wave height for periods in which 
waters levels exceeded the measured average dune toe elevation (1.9 m) of islands in the 
Virginia Coast Reserve. The remaining variables used to define the independent multivariate 
storm events for use in Barrier3D include 𝜂:, 𝜂;<=, Tp, and storm duration. We discard storms 
with concomitant values of surge that are negative and identify new storms when Hs drops below 
the 2.1 m threshold for 24 hours or more (cf. Li et al., 2014), which results in 282 independent 
multivariate sea-storm events. 
 
1.2. Copula model 
We improve upon the copula-based approach of Wahl et al. (2016) for modeling the 
interdependencies between sea-storm variables through the use of vine copulas, a class of 
copulas that has been shown to outperform standard higher dimensional copulas in hydrologic 
applications (e.g., Daneshkhah et al., 2016; Jane et al., 2020). The MvCAT toolbox (Sadegh et 
al., 2017) is first used to find marginal distributions that best fit each variable (𝜂;<=: Weibull; Hs 
and storm duration: Generalized Pareto; Tp: Generalized Extreme Value). The observed data are 
then transformed to the copula scale (the unit hypercube) by finding their rank and then rescaling 
the ranks by 1/(N+1) where N = 282 events. Using the VineCopula R package (Nagler et al., 
2020), we fit a C-vine, D-vine, and t-Student copula (as used in Wahl et al. (2016)) to the 
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transformed four-dimensional data set in order to identify the most suitable copula for modeling 
interdependencies. It found through comparison of Kendall’s correlation coefficient (𝜏) that the 
C-vine best captures the underlying dependence structure. We then generate 10,000 random 
samples (quadruplets) from the C-vine copula and then use the inverse of the fitted marginal 
CDFs to transform the simulated data from unit hypercube space back to the original scale of the 
data. As the tidal amplitude varies within a restricted range, we sample 𝜂: directly from its 
empirical CDF for each of the 10,000 synthetic storm events. 
 
2. Dunes 
In addition to a maximum dune height, the model also enforces a minimum dune height 
(Hd_min; set to 0.075 m) to represent unvegetated, cm-scale perturbations in the sand surface upon 
which dunes grow. Dune cells with heights between 0 and Hd_min (e.g., following storm erosion) 
will begin growth in the next year at a height of Hd_min. This avoids what would be unnaturally 
slow growth at the very beginning of the logistic growth curve. Additionally, the model runs an 
alongshore dune diffusion routine each year by enforcing a maximum height difference between 
adjacent dune cells (Hd_diff), which captures the effects of lateral dune erosion and coalescence of 
dune gaps. For adjacent cells where Hd_diff is exceeded, the shorter cell receives sediment from 
the taller cell to the extent that the height difference no longer exceeds the maximum Hd_diff. 
  
3. Overwash 
3.1. Flow routing 
 For each individual storm, the model introduces a discharge at each overtopped dune cell 
(Qdune) according to 
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𝑄2>1- = 𝑈𝑅-')-77 
  
where 𝑅-')-77 = 𝑅60,6 − 𝑍2 and U is the velocity of the water at the dune crest following Larson 
et al. (2004): 
 
𝑈 = B2𝑔(𝑅-')-77) 
  
where g is gravitational acceleration. 
To route the water introduced at the dune gaps, Barrier3D uses the cellular flow routing 
scheme developed by Murray and Paola (1994, 1997). If any of the slopes to the three landward 
neighboring cells are positive (downhill), water is distributed to all neighbors with positive 







where Q0 is the discharge at the distributing cell, Qi is the discharge and Si is the directional slope 
from the distributing cell to the landward neighbor i, n is a constant set to 0.5, and Rin is a new 
parameter introduced in Barrier3D to represent infiltration and drag. Therefore, if only one of the 
slopes is positive, all water is distributed to that neighbor alone. If all slopes are negative 
(uphill), water is distributed to all 3 neighbors with the least uphill neighbor receiving the most, 

















In this way, the total discharge distributed from cell Q0 to Qi is linearly reduced with increasing 
uphill (negative) slope to the extent of the uphill slope limit, at which point no water is 
transported. This uphill slope limit is also a new addition to the Murray and Paola (1994, 1997) 
routine introduced in Barrier3D. 
The value of Rin depends on the overwash regime (i.e., run-up or inundation). We use a 
value of Rin during the inundation regime that is several times smaller than the value used in the 
run-up regime (here 0.1 and 2.0, respectively) to represent increased saturation and reduced 
infiltration capacity under continually subaqueous conditions. The specific values of the 
parameter were chosen based on their ability to produce qualitatively realistic overwash 
morphology. 
To capture the effects on flow routing of dunes evolving dynamically during storms, the 
height of each over-topped dune cell is linearly reduced from its pre-storm height to its post-
storm height over the duration of the storm. 
 
3.2. Sediment transport 
In Barrier3D, the cell-to-cell transport of sediment depends on the overwash regime 
(Sallenger, 2000). If Rlow is greater than the dune elevation at ≥ 25% of the overtopped dune 
gaps, the barrier is considered to be in the inundation overwash regime for the duration of the 
storm; otherwise, the barrier is in the run-up overwash regime. In the run-up regime, sediment 
transport is linearly related to discharge: 
  
𝑄70 = 𝐾.𝑄0 
 
where Qsi is the volume of sediment transported from the distributing cell to landward neighbor i, 
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Qi is the discharge from the distributing cell to neighbor i, and Kr is the run-up regime transport 
coefficient. This simple linear relationship, representing the condition in which discharge is 
linearly related to the number of waves passing over the dune, creates qualitatively realistic 
washover fans and terraces (e.g., Figure 2.1a). In the inundation regime, the model uses a 
sediment transport rule from Murray and Paola (1994, 1997) for steady unidirectional flow. This 
rule depends on the slope between the distributing and receiving cells (i.e., the stream-power 
index, QS) and nonlinearity with discharge: 
 
𝑄70 = 𝐾0[𝑄0(𝑆0 + 𝐶)]* 
  
where Ki is the inundation regime transport coefficient, Si is the directional slope from the 
distributing cell to the landward neighbor i, m is a constant set to 2, and C is a constant set to 10 
times the average slope of the barrier to represent flow momentum. 
To prevent unrealistic mounding of sediment, we prohibit uphill sediment transport in the 
run-up overwash regime. (Uphill sediment transport is allowed, however, in the inundation 
overwash regime.) 
 
3.3. Back-barrier bay deposition 
 The sediment that has been transported across the barrier interior to the back-barrier 
shoreline is distributed across the bay in an exponentially decaying fashion such that the 








where Qs0 is the amount of sediment transported into the distributing cell, Qsi is the amount of 
sediment transported out of the distributing cell to neighbor i, and Cbb is the decay coefficient. 
During the run-up regime, we set Cbb to 0.75 to simulate the steeply dipping delta-like foreset 
deposits typically observed when overwash fans flow into standing bodies of waters (Schwartz, 
1982); Cbb is set to 0.85 in the inundation regime so that sediment is spread farther across the 
bay. We chose these values because they qualitatively produce these behaviors; varying the 
values results in negligible difference in long-term evolution. 
 
4. Shoreline Change 
Shoreline change follows equations from the model of Lorenzo-Trueba and Ashton 
(2014) that govern the cross-shore location of the ocean shoreline (xs) and the shoreface toe (xt), 







where Dsf is the shoreface (or “closure”) depth. The equations from the Lorenzo-Trueba and 
Ashton (2014) model allow the shoreface slope to dynamically adjust toward an equilibrium 
(Ssf_eq). When the shoreface steepens past its equilibrium geometry as a result of RSLR (Bruun, 
1962), shoreface fluxes are directed offshore; if the shoreface shallows past its equilibrium, 
which occurs when overwash and dune building processes remove sediment from the upper 
shoreface, shoreface fluxes are directed onshore. The shoreface flux (Qsf) is determined by 
deviations from the equilibrium slope: 
  
𝑄78 = 𝑘78(𝑆78_-? − 𝑆78) 
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where ksf is a shoreface flux rate coefficient in m3/m/yr, such that the larger (smaller) the ksf, the 
faster (slower) the shoreface adjusts back towards its equilibrium slope after being perturbed. 
Lags in shoreface response (i.e. smaller ksf) make periods of immobility more likely to occur, and 
may be responsible for the rare periods of immobility that occasionally occur when dunes are 
perpetually low (Figure B.5). 
At the beginning of the simulation, the shoreface toe is located at xt = 0 and the shoreline 
begins the simulation at xs = xt + Lsf, where Lsf is the initial shoreface length. The vertical 
position of the shoreline is held at mean sea-level (MSL) for the duration of the simulation, while 
the vertical position of the shoreface toe is held at MSL - Dsf, where Dsf is the shoreface depth. 
For each modeled year, after all storm events have occurred, the change in the cross-shore 
positions of the ocean shoreline and shoreface toe are calculated following Lorenzo-Trueba and 


















where 𝐻X is the average elevation of the interior domain above MSL, Ssf is the shoreface slope, 
Qow is the cumulative volume of washover sediment per unit of alongshore length deposited on 
and behind the barrier interior for a modeled year, and Qdg is the cumulative volume of sediment 
per unit of alongshore length used to grow the dune cells vertically. Sediment lost from vertical 
dune erosion during storms is assumed to have been deposited as washover so is therefore not 
included in Qow to conserve mass.  
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As the computational domain of Barrier3D consists of a grid of 10x10 m cells, the front 
row of the island is removed (in the case of shoreline erosion), or a new row is added to the front 
of the island (in the case of shoreline progradation), only when ∆𝑥7 exceeds a full ±10 m. 
 
5. Algorithm for Determining Punctuated Retreat 
We develop a simple algorithm to define the presence or absence of punctuated retreat 
behavior in each model run. First, we pass the shoreline position time series through a Savitzky-
Golay filter (window length = 31, poly order = 3) for the first derivative, yielding a smoothened 
shoreline change rate (SCR). Next, the algorithm finds all periods where the SCR is less than 0.5 
m/yr for 30 or more consecutive years, which are classified as immobile periods. The time 
between two immobile periods is therefore classified as transgressive. The algorithm then passes 
through the time series to account for minor fluctuations in the SCR: if a transgressive period 
occurring between two immobile periods lasts for less than the threshold 30 years and has an 
average SCR below 1.0 m/yr, all three periods will be lumped into one immobile period. 
Conversely, a transgressive period that lasts less than 30 years but has an average SCR greater 
than 1.0 m/yr is considered a major fluctuation and will remain classified as transgressive. 
Finally, a simulation is determined to exhibit punctuated behavior if the algorithm identifies two 
distinct periods of transgression and two distinct periods of immobility over the course of the 
model run. 
Using different values for these thresholds results, unsurprisingly, in differences in the 
determination of punctuated retreat, but does not change the fundamental conclusions we draw 
from our experiments (Figures B.1 and B.2). Punctuated retreat becomes more likely when 
shorter minimum durations are considered (Figure B.1), and lower rate thresholds make periods 
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of immobility less likely to occur and therefore result in reduced probability of punctuated retreat 
(Figure B.2). However, the same fundamental trends – both within individual parameter spaces 
and for multiple parameter spaces across varying RSLR rates – still exist regardless of the 





Figure B.1. Probability of punctuated retreat in 𝑁Xs-?̅? parameter space across a range of RSLR 
and minimum duration threshold values used in defining punctuated retreat. All parameters 
spaces use the same input data from the simulations of Figure 2.3 in the main text, with (d-f) 
identical to Figure 2.3a-c. Shoreline change rates must be below a threshold (here 0.5 m/yr) for 
greater than or equal to this minimum duration in order to be classified as immobile. As 
expected, punctuated retreat becomes more likely when shorter timescales are considered, but the 
same fundamental trends – both within individual parameter spaces and for multiple parameter 
spaces across varying RSLR rates – still exist. 
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Figure B.2. Probability of punctuated retreat in 𝑁Xs-?̅? parameter space across a range of RSLR 
and shoreline change rate threshold values used in defining punctuated retreat. All parameters 
spaces use the same input data from the simulations of Figure 2.3 in the main text, with (d-f) 
identical to Figure 2.3a-c. Shoreline change rates must be below this threshold for a minimum 
duration of time (here 30 yrs) in order to be classified as immobile. Lower rate thresholds make 
periods of immobility less likely to occur and therefore result in reduced probability of 
punctuated retreat, yet the same fundamental trends – both within individual parameter spaces 
and for multiple parameter spaces across varying RSLR rates – still exist. 
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Figure B.3. Effect of RSLR on punctuated retreat from Figure 2.3 of the main text, but 
normalized for the direct contribution of RSLR to shoreline change rates. (a-c) Probability of 
punctuated retreat, (d-f) average duration of immobile periods, and (g-i) average duration of 
transgressive periods, across 𝑁Xs-?̅? parameter space at three different rates of RSLR. For each 
simulation, the direct contribution of RSLR to shoreline change (R) is calculated for every year 
using the Bruun (1962) rule: 𝑅 = 𝑅𝑆𝐿𝑅(𝑆78)(B. This contribution is then subtracted from the 
annual shoreline change to yield the post-processed annual shoreline change without the direct 
contribution of RSLR, to which we apply our same punctuated retreat algorithm. The persistence 
of the same trends evident in Figure 2.3 after normalization suggests other mechanisms besides 
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Figure B.4. Average (n = 100) dune height a t = 1000 yrs in 𝑁Xs-?̅? parameter space across a range 
of RSLR rates. Higher rates of RSLR result in lower dune heights, on average, at any one time. 
This results from increased landward translation of the dune crest (i.e., lateral cross-shore dune 
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Figure B.5. Probability of punctuated retreat in 𝑁Xs-?̅? parameter space across a range of ksf values 
(m3/m/yr) that control the rate of shoreface response to perturbations. The shoreface responds 
rapidly for high ksf values (c) and slowly for low ksf values (a). All three parameters spaces use 
the same input data from the simulations of Figure 2.2 of the main text, with (b) identical to 
Figure 2.2a. Lags in shoreface response (i.e. smaller ksf) make periods of immobility more likely 
to occur, and may be responsible for the rare periods of immobility that occasionally occur when 
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Table B.1. List of model parameters and abbreviations with their definitions. 
  
Parameter Value(s) Used Units Definition 
𝐻$  m MSL Average elevation of island interior 
𝑁$s 4 – 12  Average number of storms per year 
?̅? 0.35 – 0.90  Mean dune growth rate: average of rmin and rmax 
C 0.72  Constant representing flow momentum for sediment transport in inundation overwash regime, equal to 10 times the average slope of the island 
Cbb 0.7, 0.85 % Coefficient for exponential decay of sediment load entering back-barrier bay  
Dsf 10 m Depth to shoreface toe (i.e. depth of ‘closure’) 
Hd  m Dune cell height 
Hd_diff 0.75 m 
Dune diffusion parameter: maximum height offset allowed between adjacent 
dune cells 
Hd_max 1.5 m Maximum dune height 
Hd_min 0.075 m Minimum dune height  
ksf 5000 m3/m/yr Shoreface flux rate coefficient 
Ki 7.5e-6  Sediment transport coefficient for inundation overwash regime 
Kr 7.5e-5  Sediment transport coefficient for run-up overwash regime 
Lsf  m Length of shoreface 
m 2  Inundation overwash constant 
MSL 0 m Mean sea level 
n 0.5  Flow routing constant 
Q0  m3/hr Overwash discharge at the distributing cell 
Qdg  m3/m/yr Sediment lost from the shoreface via dune-growing processes 
Qdune  m3/hr Discharge at overtopped dune cell 
Qi  m3/hr Overwash discharge received by landward neighbor cell i 
Qow  m3/m/yr Sediment lost from the shoreface via overwash processes 
Qs0  m3/hr 
Volume of overwash sediment transported into distributing subaqueous cell 
(for back-barrier bay deposition) 
Qsf  m3/m/yr Shoreface flux 
Qsi  m3/hr Sediment transport flux 
Rexcess  m Height of water above dune crest 
Rhigh  m MSL Highest elevation of the landward margin of runup (i.e. total water level) 
Rin 0.1, 2.0 m3/hr 
Flow infiltration and drag parameter: volume of overwash flow lost per m 
cross-shore per time step 
Rlow  m MSL Lowest elevation of the landward margin of runup 
rmax 0.55 – 1.15  Maximum dune growth rate 
rmin 0.05 – 0.65  Minimum dune growth rate 
RSLR 2 – 8 mm/yr Relative sea-level rise 
Si   Directional slope from distributing cell to landward receiving cell i 
Sqlim 0.25  Maximum slope water can flow uphill 
Ssf   Slope of the active shoreface 
Ssf_eq 0.02  Equilibrium shoreface slope 
U   Velocity of water at dune crest 
Wd 20 m Width (cross-shore) of active dune field 
xs  m Cross-shore location of the ocean shoreline relative to position at start of simulation 
xt  m Cross-shore location of the shoreface toe relative to position at simulation start 
Zd  m MSL Dune cell crest elevation  
Zt 1.44 m MSL Dune cell toe elevation  
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Figure C.1. Averaged (n=100 simulations) time series of key variables for barriers with shrubs 
(dashed lines) and without shrubs (solid lines), for three different values of the maximum flow 
reduction coefficient (𝛬). Lines are colored by RSLR rate used in the simulations. Panels in the 
middle column (𝛬 = 0.15) are identical to those in Figure 2. The maximum flow reduction 
coefficient has little effect on the equilibrium morphology, with simulations across all 𝛬 values 
reaching the same steady attractors. However, a larger flow reduction coefficient (c, f, i) results 
in a more rapid adjustment from initial conditions to the steady state. Regardless, the same 




Figure C.2. Examples of (a) rapid, continuous and (b) slower, interrupted expansion (at ?̅? = 0.3 
yr-1) of the shrub front across a range of characteristic dine growth rates. All simulations were 
run with the same initial and forcing conditions; differences in the behavior of shrub expansion 













Figure C.3. Averaged (n=50 simulations) time series of key variables for barriers with shrubs 
(dashed lines) and without shrubs (solid lines), with the initial morphology used in the 
simulations of Chapter 3, Section 3 compressed in the cross-shore dimension to one third the 
original width. Despite the different initial morphology, the simulations converge towards the 













Table C.1. List of Barrier3D base model parameters and values used in experiments. 
 
  
Parameter Definition Value(s) Used Units 
𝑁$s Average number of storms per year 8  
ss Standard deviation of storms per year 5.9  
BayDepth Equilibrium depth of back-barrier bay 3 m 
C Flow momentum constant for sediment transport in inundation overwash regime 0.72  
Cbb 
Coefficient for exponential decay of sediment load entering back-
barrier bay  
0.7 (inundation), 
0.85 (run-up)  
Dsf Depth to shoreface toe (i.e. depth of ‘closure’) 10 m 
Hd_diff Dune diffusion: maximum height offset allowed between adjacent dune cells 0.75 m 
Hd_max Maximum dune height 1.5 m 
Hd_min Minimum dune height  0.075 m 
ksf Shoreface flux rate coefficient 5000 m3/m/yr 
Ki Sediment transport coefficient for inundation overwash regime 7.5e-6  
Kr Sediment transport coefficient for run-up overwash regime 7.5e-5  
Lsf_init Initial length of shoreface 500 m 
m Inundation overwash constant 2  
MHW Mean high water, used to convert elevation in NAVD88 to MSL  m NAVD88 
MSL Mean sea level 0 m 
n Flow routing constant 0.5  




𝒓) Mean dune growth rate: average of rmin and rmax 0.35 – 0.90 1/yr 
rmax Maximum dune growth rate 0.55 – 1.15  
rmin Minimum dune growth rate 0.05 – 0.65  
RSLR Relative sea-level rise 3 – 15 mm/yr 
Sqlim Maximum slope water can flow uphill 0.25  
Ssf_eq Equilibrium shoreface slope 0.02  
Wd Width (cross-shore) of active dune field 20 m 
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